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Su~ll ~a~~al pc~ulation dynamics and COMmUnity structure ~vere 
studied i~ three East ~entral Florida communities. The communities 
\vere comna~ed as distinct stages of a sand ~ine scrub sere. The 
sr1all na~"Lals live-cr3.pped \·lith greatest frequency in this 3852 
tr2,-~i~~t dtud~ ~ere all cricetine rodents, Peromyscus polionotus 
ni·.r~i-.rer:-:1-is (beG.ch nouse), Si~:nodon hisoidus littoralis (cotton 
rat), and ~~ro~~scus gossyninus nalmarius (cotton mouse). 
PoiJul:;r:ion numbe~s, survival, body ~·:eights, hind foot lengths, 
age ~truc~u~e, sex ratios, reproduc~ive cycles, and movements were 
discu~sed :or each of the three species mentioned. These data will 
se~\"l~ as 1).:1se.l i_ne inf0rmation for ecological monitorin)j studies 
associ. -=ttl~d ~·J:.i_th :JASA S~ace Shuttle operations. 
Sn:tll ::lal.'...L-nal conmunity structure was examined \·lith regard to 
intersnecif~c spatial nverlap and body size ratios. Vegetation 
densitv r.ras compared \vi thin and among the study sites. Hi thin 
studv sites vegetation density appeared to influence nammal 
microhahiLat selection. Among study sites a highly significant 
corre lc::_tion \;as found betHeen s1:1.all mammal species diversity and 
ve~etdtion density. 
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INTRODUCTIOl·1 
Sand nine scrab conun.unities of peninsular Florida have 
received the ~tcention of several authors (Laessle, 1967 and 
references cit~d therein) due to their unique floristic 
connosition, ~ 1leir ori~in pri~arily from Pleistocene archipelagos, 
and the sl1.:1r:> boundarv betueen scrub and sandhill vegetation 
ass0ciat~ons. ~onk (1968) described the succession of plant 
communities ~n xeric situations in north central Florida as 
nrocecd~~g from (1) strongly washed and sorted sands to (2) Serenoa 
re1ens (sa·v ?3.lmett:v) scrub to (3) Pinus clausa (sand pine) scrub. 
~eill (1~57) noted that Ceratiola ericoides (rosemary) scrub was 
the f.irc;t ~ .. rood;.r seral stage after cessation of coastal dune 
activitu. Scrub community types are fire maintained, but in the 
absence of fire ~ay develop into xeric hamnocks (Laessle, 1967). 
rhe mammalian fauna of peninsular Florida is characterized 
as having the lo~·rest nur.1ber of species of any area in the 48 
contiguous United States (Simpson, 1964; Stevenson, 1976) 
Sirnnson (1964) explained that peninsular areas are probably 
underinhabited because movement into the regions is restricted to 
onlv one direction, and thus the mammalian species are more 
subiect to local extinction. A depauperate mammalian fauna might 
be ex'!)ected particularlv in the scrub communities \vhere soils are 
drv and sterile (~onk, 1968). One distinctive scrub inhabitant 
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j_s P~r.o;'l'.·~-;c·us flc:-::.::L::.n:Js (~opher mouse) '~':lhich is a peninsular 
Florida endeMic. 
The relationship between succession in the sand pine scrub 
sere ~nd anv associated changes in mammal populations is largely 
undocu~e~ted. ~his ~esearch was conducted in three community 
tvpes, viz., coastal dune/strand, coastal scrub, and sand pine 
scrub. Each ,)f these com.~unities represents a distinct seral 
sta~e alon~ a nresuned continuum of developmenc of the xeric 
connur·ities described by :1onk (1968). Structure of small mammal 
con~uniti2s in ~he three seral stages was comp2red to reveal any 
natterns of change which might be related to successional 
deveionnent. Gollev et al. (1965) similarlv looked at the --
relationships of 3nall mammal species number, population levels, 
and biomass Hit:1 vegetational community development. Johnston 
and 0; .: (1956) e.xanined relationships betHeen breeding bird 
ponul- 1 ::-ions and T.Jhat ~.;as designated as ecological succession on 
the Pied~ont region. Habitat structure (which changes with plant 
succession) has been reported to play an important role in 
deteroining rodent density (~1'Closkey, 1975a) and spatial 
distribution (M 1 Closkey, 1975b), as well as rodent species diversity 
(RosenzFeig et ::11., 197 5) 
The objective3 .Jf this research were: 
(1) to describe population fluctuations and associated 
demogr~~hic events in small mammal populations as determined bv 
live-traoping in three related community types, and 
(2) to 2omoare sma:l ~ammal community structure in these 
three related ~lant com~unities. 
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LITER .. A.TURE REVIEH 
Snall ~a:1!11al populations have been studied extensively from 
a varietv of viewnoints and with various techniques. Hiscorically 
small "'1:1.!"!1-~al rese.:trch has dealt \·lith rode::1ts as agricultural pests 
or :1s IJO.thoCjeP. reserv·oirs (Bourliere, 1975). acre relevant to 
this re3ear~h, ho\;ever, are those studies which have dealt with 
sn ·1ll ~~~~als as natur3l coMponents of terrestrial co~Junities 
1969; Layne, 1974; Golley et al., 1975; 
'f'Cl . . ......... l 
• J osl:e": ana _~ le..!..O:·JlC ::., 197 5; 21' Closkey, 197 6) and as indicators 
of 8nvir .:;n:-Jenta2. conditions (Colley et al., 1965; Gentry et al., 
1971). 
Popul3tin~ Dvn~mics Parameters 
Severe1l narawet -:.;·s are -·usually examined in population dynamics 
~..rork includin~ density, sex ratio, age structure, reproductive 
activitv, and hone ranhe. 
Densitv estim~tions are basic to populatLon dynamics research. 
Various census crethods have been used, among these excavation of 
burrows (Smith, 1968), removal trapping (Hayne, 1949), and non-
removal tranping (R3~sey and Briese, 1971). SMith et al. (1975) --
hrtve revieHed many 0snects of density estimation including types 
of traps and baits, trapping 3rid configurations, the use of 
assessment lines, and st~tistical ~ethods of density estimations. 
Seve~~l of the density models for mark-reca?ture studies 
(Snith ~ al., 1975) are ~odifications of the Lincoln index which 
make asSElln.:ions often not ft'let in natural po~ulations. Jolly 
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( 1965) developed a nore general raodel Hhich allo"i·JS for recruitnent 
and :""~ort;t l5_t7. '?r:=vious models had not made such allo\·7ances. ~1any 
recent aut~ors (C~meron, 1977; fairbairn, 1977; Gaines et al., 1977) 
h~ue u.JeC. th\2 c.l=._ena.dr of captures nethod (Petruse~·7icz and Hacfadyen, 
19/fJ) to ~nuner~c~ the :n~nimur.1 number of animals kno~m to be alive. 
S0x ~at~~ is a si~nificant population parameter ~1ich 
inf:ue~~2S 3pacin~, reproductive behavior~ and population growth 
rates. ~ield studies on Peromvscus (~anville, 1956) and Sigmodon 
(Eri:ksnn, 19~9) have ~ound =hac ~ales often conprise nore than 
the cl1enretical fiftv per cent of the population. This situation 
hns ';Jee.n at:tributed to males having larger home ranges, and 
therefore increased ~oveBent and decreased trao avoidance (Terman, 
1968). In a laboratory colony of Peromyscus naniculatus, Terman 
and Sassa~an (19~7) found a secondary sex ratio (at birth) of more 
mal~s than fenales. Terman (1968) tied these two findings together 
by suggestin~ that beha~ioral characteristics of males in the field 
serve to augment the already lopsided sex ratio. 
'lethods of determining age in lilammals have been revieHed by 
Horris (1972) and :'ucek and Lotve (1975). Numerous techniques have 
been ernploved including various ~v-eights and measures (Chipman, 
_1965), tooth and bone development, molt progression (Colley et al., 
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1966), 3nd ev~ lens protein weight (Dapson and Irland, 1972). 
Research uith animals of k:1o~m age has sho"~;vn that the suitability 
of these techniaues varies with species and age class of the 
individual (Birney et al., 1975; Pucek and Lowe, 1975). 
Liter'ltur~ revie~·:rs concerning small ~atlli11al reproductive 
str~t2~ies have b~en provided by Terman (1963), Layne (1974), 
and French et al. (1975). These revieHs lool~ed at topics such 
as ;1ge .:1t f:.rst re~Jrociuct:_on, litter sizes, and number of litters. 
!Iom~ r-o.n~e .-3ize, as Stickel (1968) pointed out, is an 
ino~rtant varia-~~ in tha: it reflects a combi~acion of 
~ ~ysiolo ::~c 3.1 :1na err,tiron-ne!lt.J.l factors. Among those factors are 
habitat, fnod supply, season, weather, age, sex, population density, 
and hasic ac~~vitv. Stickel (1968) has listed home range size or 
other ~ove~ent data ror the Peromyscus, Hhile French et al. (1975) 
have listed home range sizes for a broader spectrum of small 
mrtnmals. ~!ove~ents outside the hoMe range, and dispersal in general, 
have receiv~d more at:ention in recent years especially with respect 
to the imoac: of such flove~ent on population regulation (Blair, 1951; 
'fcCarlev, 1954; Lidicker, 1962, 1975; Snith, 1968; Kilgore, 1970; 
FRirbairn, 1977). 
Factors Jnfluencin~ Small Hamrn.:1l Populations 
The above population parameters basically form what has been 
described as the demographic machinery that operates population 
cycles (Krebs and Hyers, 1974). Although the occurrence of 
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popul.:1t ion cycl~s is "':·Jell documented, the underlying causes of 
these ?eriojic population fluctuations are difficult to define. 
Krebs 2t al. (1973) have described the stages in a repeating 
na~tern af incre~se-peak-decline-low. Such a pattern is found 
in many ~enera of rodents fro~ many climatic regions. Two schools 
of thought e:-~ist concerning Hhat stops the increase phase of the 
cycle. The fi:r.-s t school e:cplains the phenomenon via extrinsic 
effects .. uhereas the second emphasizes intrinsic effects.. Among 
the nroo0aed ~e~hd~is~s of population regulation in cycling 
S"Jecies w.re: -..reat.ller (Dun.;:n.;ay and Kaye, 1961; Haines, 1963; Goertz, 
196~: ~~.L~ .....h~_r~~ e~ ~1 ,g-,· 1 \ 
""I - ~ :.::.::..·- J.. ...... _,.' spacing behavior and intraspecific 
ar,o:ression (Healey, 1967; Hatson and ~1oss, l9i0; Haines, 1971), 
er.i~ration ,·Lidi...:~·~2r, 1962: 1975), and predation (Schnell, 1968). 
Gain~s ~nd Ros2 (1976) and Lidicker (1975) stressed the need for a 
multivariate conparison between annual and superannual cycling 
specie.;-;, i.n t!1at sever3l factors may contribute to small mar.m1al 
cycling. 
According to recent literature, t\vO important environmental 
influences on sMall mammal populations are habita~ structure and 
food. Two basic relationships concerning the influence of 
habitat structure have been examined. The first relationship is 
betHeen habitat structure and species diversity, insofar as the 
structural complexity may facilitate the coexistence of sympatric 
species (Drickaraer., 197 0; Smigel and Rosenz\veig, 197 4; Pulliam, 
1975). The secona relationship under studv is bet1.veen habitat 
struccure and single-species distribution and abundance (M'Closkey 
and Laioie, 1975). 
A :1.easure af habitat structure uhich has been relatively 
successt~l in predictin8 snecies diversity is foliage height 
diversitv. Althou~h the original application of this measure was 
with birds ('1ac.\rthur and ~acArthur, 1961; "'1acArthur et al., 1962), 
si:nilar :nethocis have been used for small mammals (Rosenz\·Teig and 
Winakur, 1969; ~!'Closkey and Fieldwick, 1975; M'Closkey, 1976). 
Nudds (1977) critiqued the vegetation profile board technique used 
to ~easur2 the vertical component of cover in so~e of the papers 
P"="eviousiu menticned. 
Anoche~ very important environmental factor influencing small 
mar..JTI,-=.: 101~l.:!t~ons is food. Hespenheid2 (1973) suggested that 
food is ~erhaps the critical niche dimension. Both food 
avail~hili:~ and food preferenc~ have been found to have wide 
ran~in~ eff~cts. Several authors have examined rodent food 
preferences, specifically seed preferences, as they relate to 
interspecific competition and coexistence (Smigel and Rosenzweig, 
1974; ~f'Closkey and Field"tvick, 1975; i1est:rve, 1976). 
Baker (1971) compared seed-eating and grass-eating myomorph 
rodents. Citing various rodent studies, Baker was able to make 
several generalizations. Seed-eaters in a given habitat are 
generally richer in the number of species, but lower in the number 
of individuals than grass-eaters. Seed-eaters usually exhibit 
slight population fluctuations, while grass-eaters may exhibit 
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spectacul~r periodic highs and lows. In addition, seed-eating 
species of!:en have larger home ranges, more variable diets, and 
more com~lex social orGanizations than do grass-eating species. 
EcoloP:v of Sm311 ~1a~T'1als in Studv Areas 
The sr.all a~~al species of main concern for the purposes 
of t~is research are the following nyomorph rodents: Peromyscus 
oolion~tus niveiventris, P. gossypinus palmarius, P. floridanus, 
and Si :;!:!odon :1isn ic.!u8 lit toralis. Also involved to a lesser 
extent J.re Ochrot:or:1':-s nuttalli flcridanus .8.nd Rattus rattus. 
The ~;enus Perorr1;rscus (Hhite-footed nice or deer mice) is a 
large :.:orth An1erican group. Hooper (1968) outlined the taxononic 
arrJn~e~enc of the genus as ?resented by Osgood (1909), Hall and 
Kelson (1959), and Ifuoper nnd ~usser (1964). The Most recent of 
these schenes lists 57 species in seven subgenera. Perornyscus 
are generally meciiu~-sized mice (13 to 40 grams) with relatively 
larg~ ~rtrs, lon~ tails, and 'Hhite feet. They are nocturnal. The 
gestation period is 21 to 27 days, and the mean litter sizes range 
from 1.6 to almost 5 (Blair et al., 1968; La)~e, 1968; Burt and 
Grossenheider, 1976). 
"Perom~.'scus nolionotus Hagner (beach mouse or old-field mouse) 
is the smallest Vnited States species in the genus. This is a 
burrowing species which prefers coastal dunes and inland fields of 
Florida, Alabana, ~eorgia, and South Carolina (Blair et al., 1968). 
The pelage color and pattern vary consid~rably w·ith soil color 
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(Sumner, 1929; Kaufnan, 1974). The subspecies in Brevard County, 
Florida is ~- o. nivelv~ntris (Hall and Kelson, 1959). Felley and 
Snith (1Y75) 1ave coMpiled a very useful bibliography on a wide 
ran:~ of subjects for P. polionotus. 
Peronuscus ~oss~·oinus LeConte (cot: ton mouse) is a nedium-
sized, relativelv dark species found throughout most of the 
Scv..1 t :1e:1s t. ~lo lfe ':lnd Linzey ( 197 7) summarized the biology of this 
sne:~:;_es. P. p;ossvninus is a good clinber. It feeds on seeds and 
ins2:t~ (Burc ~nd ~rossenheider, 1976). In Florida, cotton mice 
are four.C: in a variecy of :1abitats and nest in a variety of 
situat~ons (Ld7~e, 10 .... ') -'I 4 • The subspecies in East Central Florida 
is ?. 2· ~alna~ius (Hall and Kelson. 1959). 
Perol··~3C'..!S ~loridanus (C:1apman) (Florida mouse or gopher 
~ouse) is a robust species with large hind feet. This species 
orerers ~andv scrub and turkey oak habitats (Layne, 1969). It is 
endemic to neninsular Florida (Neill, 1957). The gopher mouse is 
so named because it often utili~es burro\·ls of Gopi1erus pol:rphet!lus 
(~opher ~ortoise) or Geornvs pinetis (pocket gopher) (Layne, 1969). 
Lavne (1963, 1966, 196;, 1969, 1970, 1971) has published much 
valuable infurmation on the untogen:r, ethology, and parasites of 
?. floridanus. 
nchr.ut0mvs nutt.:1lli Harl::1n (golden mouse) ~vas formerly 
included in the ~enus PeroMyscus (Hall and Kelson, 1959). This 
species is characterized as a small cinnamon mouse with a short 
tail. It is :=ound in Most oi the Southe.J.st: (Burt and Grossenheider, 
1976). ~hl-: ·~~._1lden mouse is a good climber and nests above the 
ground. Linze'-· and Paci~ard (1977) have revie\·red the biology of 
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this snecies. The subspecies in Central Florida is 0. n. floridanus. 
Si~rod~Jn (cottcr:1 rats) are conpact, coarse-haired, short-eared 
rats rcr~rese.nted by about 20 species in North and South Aillerica. 
Three of those enter the United States. Sigmodon hispidus Say and 
Ord is the only species in Florida (Blair et al., 1968). The 
subsoecie~ in :ast Cent~al Flo~ida is ~- h. littoralis (Hall and 
Kelsun, !959). Cotton rats feed pri~arily on vegetation and 
so~etirt~s -::n~st:!:''..l.:.t surface runt.;a:rs in grassy habitats (Burt and 
";r.Jss~n::eidcr, 1976). Odu~ (1955) found that Sigmodon hispidus can 
hav~ large 7apulation fluctuations similar to those described for 
microti::e r-odents (Kreb et al., 1973). 
Ratt11s CJ.ttas Linnaeus (roof rat) is a lar6e, slender, long-
tailed 1Yld r!orld SIJeCics that has becoiTle cornr.1ensal tvith humans in 
rnanv narts of the United States and ~1exico. Feral populations have 
been ;ou~d in !exas and Florida (Blair e.t al., 1968). The soecimens 
from Brevard C0unty are medium gray with white bellies. 
~tore com~lete inforP1ation concerning the ecology of these 
species Lan be found in the references listed in Appendix I (Table 
22). 
:CESCRIPTio~; OF STUDY AREAS 
Location 
Two of the three study areas were located on the north end of 
the Canaveral ?eni~sula, Brevard County, Florida (Fig. 1). The 
fir:; t area, the. Co as tal Strand, r,;as inr.1edia tely adjacent to t:he 
be,qch (722S, R.37E, Sl2) betueen Launch CoMplexes 40 and 41. The 
s~cona :1re.:1, t~1e Dune Scrub, ~.vas appro:;-ci:nately 1 kn uest of the 
be~ch 3nd ap?~~xi~ately 1.5 km sout~ of Launch Complex 40 (T22S, 
R37E, S25). The third study site Has located on the campus of 
the eniversitv of Cen-cral Florida, Orange County, Florida 
a~nro::-:i:-1o.r:ely 0.8 km east of State Road 520 (T22S, R31E, S3). 
Plc-1nt:-; 
The Coastal Strand site \las operationally divided into three 
zones re~resenting vegetation bands corresponding with increased 
distance from shoreline as well as increased height of the dunes 
(Table l). In the band designated Zone 1 the most common plant 
species included: Uniola p3niculata (sea oats), Heterotheca 
subnxillaris (ca~phor weed), IpoMoea stolonifer and l· pes-caorae 
(morning glories), and t\vo r,rass species, Panicum armarum and 
Andronogon virr;inicus. In Zone 2 the most common plant species 
included: Serenoa rcpens (sa~v palmetto), Coccoloba uvifera (sea 
13 
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~i~. 1. Location of the t'vo Canaveral Peninsula study areas. 
grape), ~Milqx ~uricu!ata (catbrier), Opuntia compressa (prickly 
pear), H. subaxillaris, and U. paniculata. In Zone 3 the most 
cOPL-:1on Si]ec.~_es .:.ncluded: S. re!_)ens, ~· uvifera~ Hvrica cerifera 
c~·JaX TTl'rrt:l~)' .3u"':'l~Lia tenax (buckthorn)' and Chiococca alba (snow 
berr"'') (Table 1). 
The Dune Scr~b study site was characterized as having a 
snecie~ c~nnosit.ion and cOT:Lr:J.Unity structure someHhat similar to 
sand ~in2 scrub connunit:ies. Ho\·Jever, because this site had an 
avera,~e vc~Pta:::.on :1eight of approximately 1. 5 I!leters, its most 
obvious d~~fer2nce ~ro~ typical sand pine scrub was the absence 
of ~n ~o~er ~ree cano~'·. The onlv sand pine in the area was a 
du8.rfed individual outside the norcheast corner of the study grid. 
~he ~ost ~o~Mon ?lant species were: Serenoa repens, Ceratiola 
ericoid~s (rosemary), Lyonia ferruginea (rusty fetterbush), 
Xir.1enia ar:.cr :.~:ar-:.a (Spanish olum), and t\·Jo oak species, Quercus 
vir~~-n~3na var. ;:1ariti:-:1a (sand live oak) and [1. myrtifolia (myrtle 
oak) (Tahle 2). 
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In the Sand ?~ne Scrub area on the University of Central 
Florida campus common plant species were: Pinus clausa (sand pine), 
nuercus viLginiana Vctr. maritima, Q. myrtifolia, g. chapmanii 
(Chapman oRk), Lvonia ferruginea, and Serenoa repens (Table 3). 
Scientific 1.ames correspond Hith those provided by Poppleton 
et al. (197"7). 
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Table 1. Vascular plant species list for Coastal Strand study site. 
Life Form Species Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3 
Atriplex arenaria X 
Baccharis halimifolia X 
BuneJ.ia tenax X X X 
Caesaluinia bonduc X 
Chiococca alba X 
Coccoloba uvifera X X X 
Ervt rina berbacea X 
Shrubs Lantana ca.rn.a.ra X 
Myrc .:.anthes fragrans X 
l1vrica cerifera . X 
Mvrsine guianensis X 
Saba.s. palaett:o X 
Sca~ -·o a plumieri X 
Serenoa repens X X X 
Yucca aloifolla X X 
Croton nunctatus X X 
Woodv Herbs Iva imbr:=..cata r. 
or Dt-rarf Lican1.a m.ichauxii X X 
Shrubs Ph'l-antnus abnormis X X X 
Andropogon virginicus X X 
Cakile fus~formis X 
Canava a rosea X 
Cenchrus incertus X 
Chamaesvce compressa X 
Chamaes·ce maculata X X 
Chloris net~aea X X X 
Cnidoscolus stimulosus X X 
Comr.1e ina diffusa X 
Herbs Galactia jl'olubilis X 
Gilia rubra X 
He (. erotheca subaxillaris X X 
Hydrocotvle bonariensis X 
Hycenocallis latifoli~ X 
Ipomoea !les-caprae X 
Ivornoea stolonifer X X 
'tikania cordifolia. X 
OEuntia com~ressa X X X 
Panicurn arnarulum X . 
Polvgala grandiflora X 
16 
Table 1. Continued. 
Life Form Species Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3 
Sesuvium naritir!la X 
Smil,:1x auricul::1ta X X 
Solida~o ? fistulosa X 
Herbs (cant.) Spar tina patens X 
Sporobolus virginicus X 
Strophostyles helvola X X 
Synr;onanthus flavidus X 
Ur!iOl3. u2.niculata X X 























Table 1. Vasc~lar ~lant species list for Sand Pine Scrub study site. 
Life :;"om 
Tre2s 3nd Shrubs 
Hood'-'' i1erbs 
and 
DHa rf Shrt: !) s 

































Charctc~eristics of the soils found in the three study sites 
have been descibed bv Lei~hty et al. (1960) and Huckle et al. (1974). 
I~nortan: ~e3tures of these soils are briefly listed below. 
The Coastal Strand includes two soil types, Coastal Beaches 
~nd nJ1~ ]eqch. The Coastal Beaches soil, found along the 
east2r~ost tr~nlines of the study area, is a mixture of quartz 
s~nd 1nd 3hell fra~ments. It is subject to wave action and thus 
su!)nort.s o~l._,. salt-to:erant plants. Just to the uest of this 
strin is the ~alm neach soil. This sand and shell fragnent soil is 
excessivelv ~rained, with a water table at least three meters below 
the sur face . :? e r.te .1. b i 1 it v is rapid . Hater c: a p a city , organic 
rn3terial ~onc~nt, 3nd ~atural fertility ar~ low. The soil is 
mildly to stron!!lv alkaline (Huckle et al., 1974). 
ThQ Dune Scrub ~rid is located almost entirely on a ridge 
of Helaka sand. This soil was described by Huckle et al. (1974) 
as nearlv level, verv \vell drained .:1nd sandy. As on the Coastal 
Strand gr-td permeability is very rapid, \vhile uater capacity, 
or~anic conLe~t, and ~atural fertility are low. Unlike the Coastal 
Strand, howe~er, the soil is acidic in the upper horizons, and the 
water table is ~sually below 1.5 meters. Bordering the ridge of 
Helal'"a sand is Parnella sand Hhich is slightly less well drained 
(Huc~(le et al.~ 1974). 
The Sc:u~d Pine Scrub s rudy site soil is St .. Lucie sand, 
commonly called "scrub" beco.use of the ve8etation it supports. 
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This ne3rly level to gently sloping soil is strongly acidic, 
excessiv~lv drained, low in water capacity, low in organic content, 
and 2xtre!"'Jelv lot:7 in ess2ntial olanc nutrients (Leighty et al., 
1960). 
aATERIALS AND HETHODS 
Heather 'fonitorincs 
Phvsical factors monitored included rain, relative humiditv 
- ' 
and tenperature. On the Coastal Strand and Dune Scrub study areas 
rai:1 ··~as meJ.sured r ... ;eekly using forester rain gauges (Sierra Heather 
Instru~ent Corporation) positioned about one meter above ground 
level near the center ~f the study sites. On the same t~vo study 
areas teMperacure and relative humidity were recorded on seven-
dav ch~rts hv Bendix hvgrothermographs housed~ in shelters similar 
to that described 0v Hungerford (1957). 
On all three study sites Taylor maximum-~ini~um thermometers 
were used. Two were located on each of the two Canaveral sites. 
Thes2 were housed in smaller versions of the shelters mentioned 
above. The third site, the Sand Pine Scrub, had one maximum-
minimum thermo~eter centrally located on the trapping grid. The 
thermometers ~~ere read monthly during the trapping sessions. 
Summaries of the weather data are presented in Fig. 2-6. 
Vegetation Studies 
Folia~e density was measured at specific trap sites in an 
effort to examine small mammal microhabitat selection. The 



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































used · v Rosenztreig and l.Jinakur (1969) and H' Closkey and Lajoie 
(1975). In each of the three habitats, 24 stations were selected 
27 
at randon for the "density board" work. The "board" was a one-meter 
PVC ~ipe (1 dm diameter) with alternating orange and white stripes 
(1 dm wide ) . The density board was viewed at the midpoint of two 
height strata, i.e., 0 to 1m and 1 to 2m. Sightings were made 
from four d "rections, 45°, 135°, 225°, and 315°. For each direction 
the distance was recorded at which 50 per cent of the density board 
was obs re the vegetation. This distance, therfore, was an 
inv rse function ~ f the vegetation density around the mammal trap 
station. Als~ at each of these stations, the maximum vegetation 
heia~t ithin the two-meter diameter circle surrounding the trap 
site ~as recorde ·• 
Ac - avai~abilitv was quantified during the fall of 1976 and 
1977 0 .. J ... .. grids where oaks v7ere present, the Dune Scrub and 
Sand ine Scr · • A modification of the point-centered quarter 
method (Cottam and Curtis, 1956) was used such that 25 random points, 
or 100 trees, were surveyed during each of the two years. The data 
recorded included species of oak, height, and number of acorns. 
Small Mammal Trapping Procedures 
Small mammal populations lvere assessed using mark and 
recapture techniques on rectangular trapping grids with permanent 
stations. The Coastal Strand and Dune Scrub grids consisted of 
64 tran stations each, while the Sand Pine Scrub grid consisted of 
52 trap stations Grids w·ere mapped out using a forester staff 
conpass and meter tapes. llooden stakes marked each trap station. 
The first tl·lO grids ~vere eight columns by eight rows. The third 
area ~o~as eight columns by seven rows, but with the four corner 
stations omitted. 
Fifteen-~eter intervals separated trap stations in the first 
tt-10 areas. Considering each trap station to be the center of a 
28 
15 bv 15 meter square, an area of 1.44 ha was obtained. The third 
area a · t rao intervals of 10 meters, thus 52 ten by ten neter 
squares vielded an rea of 0.52 ha. One large Sherman live trap 
(8 em x 9 em .· 23 CI!l) tvas placed within one meter of each stake. 
Tra s , ere baited with oak flakes in the afternoon, and then checked 
for ca tures the following morning. During the winter months 
pol es~ -r ·· er was kept in the trap to provide insulation. 
Tr, ~ in was conducted once a month from July, 1976 through 
Septem: e :- , 1977 on the Canaveral Peninsula grids, whereas Sand Pine 
Scrub tra p · ng was done from October, 1976 through December, 1977. 
A variat ' on on this trapping scheme was put into operation on 
the Coaqt Strand grid. After two successive trapping sessions 
capturing 32 or more animals (that is, at least 50% trapping 
success) the number of Sherman traps was increased from 64 to 120 
to provide the mammals with more available capture sites (Krebs 
et al., 1976). These "half traps" were placed midway bet'tveen the 
staked trap stations. This arrangement was used from December, 
1976 through September, 1977. 
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The ~ollo~in8 ~ata points were recorded for captured small 
m~n~als: date, location of capture, ear tag nuMber, species, sex, 
renrodtlctive condition, body ~eight (using Pesola spring balances), 
hind ~oot len~th, nunber of plantar ~ubercles (for Peronvscus spp. 
and Ochrota~vs nutt~lli), ectoparasites, pelage condition, and 
~ener~l condi:ion of the ani~al when processed. Reproductive 
candici~n ~as furt~er broken do~m as follows: for males the data 
inclu~:ed testes position as abdominal or scrotal, for fer.1ales the 
da t.1. inc:_,lc ~~ 'Jul Vc:l .:and it i.on, mammar~r c.ondi t ion, and ~·!hether the 
Thes:._~ :;:-rtal:_ :-1aru--::al data r.Jere alpha-numerically coded and 
re2ori~d ~n a coding form for computer analysis. From the data 
indi2ate~ 2~nve, s2veral population para~e~ers -rere examined, such 
as ~i~i~un ,u~bers bv the calendar of captur~s method (Petrusewicz 
ancl :f;1cfadv~n, 1970), sex ratios, nean bod~r \vei~ln:s, and nean 
mininu~ J~stance bet~een successive recaptures (Davis, 1953). 
Stati.stic;tl 'tethnds 
Standard statistical procedures were follo\:ed as described by 
Zar (1974) for Student's t-test, Chi-square, and linear regression. 
Signific~nce levels are indicated on appropriate tables and figures. 
Sources of more S?ecialized calculating formulae include Lloyd et 
al. ( 1968) for Erillioun species diversity, ~1acArthur and Hac.Arthur 
(1961) for foliage density, and Horn (1966) for spatial overlap. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Small ~~1 Ponulation Dvnamics 
Four-hundred sixteen individuals of six small mammal species 
r.1ere tra!>ned 817 times on three study sites (Table 4). These 
results . .rere obtained from 1520 trap-nights at the Coastal Strand 
site, 9o0 _r n-n · ghts at the Dune Scrub site, and 1372 trap-nights 
at t he ~lne Scrub. In addition, three intermediate-sized 
mammals :ere caught by Sherman traps. On the Coastal Strand one 
caoture each was made of Sylvilagus floridanus (Eastern cottontail) 
and Did (common opposum). On the Dune Scrub three 
cantures ·Tere made of Spilogale putorius (Eastern spotted skunk). 
Other ls captured in Sherman traps included Pipilo 
us (rufous-sided towhee) on the Dune Scrub and Sand 
---------------------
Pine Scru: , as .. .,el as ghost crabs (Ocypode), roaches (Blattidae), 
and long-horned grasshoppers (Tettigoniidae) from the Coastal 
Strand. lammals observed during the study but not trapped 'tvere 
Procvon lotor (raccoon) and Felis rufus (bobcat) from the Coastal 
Strand, Odocoileus virginiana (white-tail deer) from the Dune Scrub , 
and Dasvous novemcinctus (nine-banded armadillo) and Sciurus 



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Snecies ~Tuf'ljer, l!inir..un :'lumbers, and Population Densities 
Snecies nu::1be~ (S) -~nd Brillioun species diversity (H) 
(Llovd et 11., 1968) of the mammals captured ~vere coml_)ared over 
ti~e for each of the three trapping grids (Fig. 7). Using 51 pairs 
of Sand H values, a correlation coefficient (r) of 0.91 (p< 0.001) 
tms obtained. Bec~us~ S and H were highly correlated, and because 
S re0resc~ts ~ simpler ~easure of species composition, the 
disc t!S s ic:1 belo\J '".·tL: .. l c-r.lphas ize species number (S) • 
On the Coast2.l Strand the number of species (S) ranged from a 
lo··· Jt t\·:o to a hi3h of four in the \Jinter of 1976-1977, ' D Hnen h. 
rattu~ aone~red. On the Dune Scrub S ranged from one in September 
and October, 1975 to a high of four in early 1977 with the capture 
of S~ilo::ale Dutorius in addition to the regularly resident species. 
The Snnd ~ine Scrub, smallest of the three study areas, usually had 
ttTO or fePer species, ~vi.th a range of zero to three (Fig. 7). 
The iilinimum nunher of small mammals knot;·m to be alive (HNKA) 
is shown by species far the three study sites in Figs. 8-10. The 
t~v-o l'lost cor:unon small mammals on the Coastal Strand \·lere Peromyscus 
polionotus and SigEodon hisoidus. P. polionotus consistently 
outnumbered S. hisnidus at this site. Both species rose to their 
maxi~um levels in late 1976. P. polionotus later declined from 3 
maximum of 30 to a low of six in September, 1977. P. gossypinus 
ap'f?eared to be regularly resident on the grid, but in lo1:v numbers. 
Rattus rattus apneared only as a temporary resident (Fig. 8). 
The Dune Scrub small mammals exhibited extreme population 
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fluctuations (Fi~. 9). During the early phases of the study S. 
hisnid~s out~unbered Pw polionotus. This pattern shifted 
b~~innin~ in :Jinter of 1976-1977 ~hen there was a concurrent 
incre3se in ?. polionotus and P. gossvninus. In late spring and 
e.:1rlv sui1!r:1er 3. stce!J drop in minimum numbers of ~· hispidus \vas 
anpar2nc. Thus, during the first five months of 1977, ~· hispidus 
dronned fran 15 ~o 7, while P. poliono:us increased from 9 to 29. 
Fr~~ ~une to Sepc~~ber, 1977 all species declined (Fig. 9). 
!he nost ~bundant speci~s on the Sand Pine Scrub was Peromyscus 
gossv~inus. The poptilation numbers increased to a high of 13 in 
J.:.nuc:.r~~, 1977 :.lls.:-1 dec:-e3.sed durin~ the spring. P. floridanus were 
pr~s~nt in low nu~bers for most trap dates through July, 1977. 
Af~cr t~~t ~at~ none ~er2 tra~ped. One Ochratornvs nuttalli was 
kno~ ·rn to be 3.live on the grid from ~!arch to July, 1977 ~vhen it 
died in a trap. This species ~as also present in ~ovember and 
D , 19- ... r~· ecei:loer, , 1 ,. 1_--;. 10) .. 
Sev2ral authors have provided information on P. polionotus 
ponul~tion ~ycles. Blair (1951) reported a population high for P. 
n. leucocenhalus in Decenber, while the second highest peak was for 
Mav. Data ~~ere not provided for February through April. Davenport 
(1964) reported ~eak population levels in June and July. Briese 
and s~ith (1974) found the highest levels of this species in 
December and J~nuary. Cald~vell (1964) studied six grids from June, 
1957 to Julv, 1958. The majority of his sites showed P. polionotus 
































































































































































































































































































































sumner. The ~oas~al Strand population curve resenbles Caldwell's 
results mor2 closel~ than did that of the Dune Scrub which is, by 
~omry~risant shifted to the right. 
!?!"e\·io:Js t;Jorl: on P. 2ossvpinus indicated annual peaks of 
abunJa~c2 in Januarv through ~ay (Lavne, 1974), in ~ay and June 
(Bi~ler 3.nd Jenkins, 1975), or in August (Briese and Snith, 1974). 
The stud·· ~~ids sho~ed the winte~-early S?ring peak to some 
dec;rec::. D'..!C t:ne t\vO Canaveral sites shoHed the sunner peak to an 
eve:1 ~r~:.~~~r 2x~ent. It has been suggested that ~· hispidus nay 
inf:ue~~8 ?. ~ossvryi~us levels via stron~ competition (Pournelle 
and Bar~i~~~o~, 1953). The relationship of the population curves 
for these t~Jo snccies on the Dune Scrub (Fig. 9) supports this 
idea ins~far ~s the overall trend for P. gossvpinus, as well as 
n. oolion~tus, was upwArd when the overall trend for S. hisoidus 
't·l;t.S do~·.1 ni · ·-1r 2 .. 
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Lay~e (1974) reviewed the literature on S. hispidus population 
cvcles. :L"1 annual cycle has been described \-Vi th high summer or 
aucurnn lev~ls falling to lower densities in winter and spring 
(Fle:lart" .. " et al., 1972), reversed from that of some southern 
Perorrprscus species that peak in late lvinter or early spring. 
Neither Canaver~l ~o~ulation closely followed this seasonal pattern, 
althour,h there Has a slight sur.rr.1er increase on the Coastal Strand 
grid. Lon~er term population fluctuations have also been recorded 
for this species (Odum, 1955; Haines, 1971; Layne, 197 4). 
All of the major small mammal species on the Canaveral grids 
39 
show~J a declin2 in numbers fro~ August to September, 1977. One 
factor ~hich rna:' have ~ontributed to the low capture success was 
higl1 food availability. ~fost conspicuous at that time ,,.;ere ripe 
~o!"'h-~r ?..flp l~s (Lie an i3 11ic hauxii). Smith and Blessing ( 1969) 
c0~reia~ed decreas~ in the nu~ber of P. polionotus cantures with - ~ 
the ~udde~ ~noearance of e~cess food (seeds). Acorns were another 
in~or~anc food on the Dun2 Scrub and Sand Pine Scrub during fall 
mon~:1s. As sh,~T.·rn in Table 5, 0uercus m:rrtifolia (myrtle. oak) 
~nne~rs to have or~duced the ~ost acorns on both study sites during 
' 1 . s . , (1°6')' . , h tr:t: c:o .1c0r:1 se~1srn.::; sa.np ec.. n1cn J ._J po1ntea. out t1 at 
qbu:1~~~ce 3nd scar=~cv of ~ast can affec~ Peromyscus abundance. 
Janeson (1955) found that in vears of mast scarcity, deer mouse 
brcedinf, ::eased eJ.rlier, therefore a scarcity of deer mice follo\·7ed. 
Lon~~er studies Hould be needed to reach any conclusions on the 
irnnortance of acorns to Mice population levels in these study 
areas. 
Densicie.s of Sr.l.J.ll manr.1als Here calculated by a direct 
enuner~ti.on nethod. Direct enuraeration has previously been sholm 
to ~ive a reliable oonulation estimate if trappability is above 
50 per cent (Hilborn et al., 1976). As shoHn in Table 6 the vast 
maioritv of the ~onthly trappability figures were above the 50 per 
cent ~ark. Sig~odon hisoidus trappability was especially high, 
while raost of the low values were for Dune Scrub P. polionotus 
and Coastal Strand P. gossvpinus. 








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 5. Results of an acorn survey on·the Dune Scrub and Sand Pin? 
Scrub studv sites. Mean tree heights are given in centimeters. 
Species 
Dune Scrub Sand Pine Scrub 
1976 1977 1976* 1977* 1977 
No. Trees 5 3 7 30 27 Quercus 
~tean Height 87 111 113 166 176 chaomanii. No. Acorns 2 1 7 122 77 
No. Trees 31 34 63 27 35 
Ouercus !1ean Height 97 112 124 219 246 
gemin3.ta No. Acorns 1 0 0 28 19 
No. Trees 0 0 0 1 2 Ouercus 
Hean Height N.D. H.D. N.D. 400 475 
lacvis 
Uo. Acorns 0 0 0 0 3 
No. T-:-e~s 64 63 30 41 36 
quercus 
!lean Height 71 79 107 149 159 
mvrciioli~ 
;Io. Acvrn._; 90 24 40 355 372 
*P~ninQ~ tree height for inclusion in these samples was 0.5 meters. 
Other samnles used a minimcm allowable height of 1.0 meters. 
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Table 6. Honthlv trappability of small maP."L'l":lal species by- site. 
Trappability uas calculated as the number of recaptured individuals, 
multiplied by ane hundred, then divided by the minimum number of 
reca~tures kno\m to be alive. (CS = Coastal Strand, .DS = Dune Scrub, 

















































































































the mean number of captures per hectare durin8 a season, i.e., 
three successive trapping dates. These density histograms 
45 
present a stmpler representation of the trends in population levels 
referred to in Figs. 8-10 as well as make these data more 
comparable to density data in the literature. 
Seasonal trends in densities varied among species and study 
areas . The Coastal Strand had especially high densities of P. 
nolionotus during fall 1976 (19/ha) and vrlnter 1977 (17/ha) (Fig. 11). 
The hi e~t mean densit_ of S. hispidus noted during this study was 
13 for ~all 9- 6 on the Dune Scrub (Fig. 12). P. gossypinus 
reache ~- s · eak mean density during tY.inter 1977 (18/ha) on the 
Sand · ne Scrub (Fig. 13). 
Renorte · densities for the small mammals captured in the 
pre e s dv are highly variable. ~~ximum densities recorded 
for . n ionotus include 3.5/ha (Blair, 1951), 14/ha (Galley et al., 
1965) 2L ha (Darenport, 1964), and 49/ha (Caldwell, 1964). It 
should be noted, however, that there are problems with density 
es imates in that =he effective area of capture may exceed the size 
of the trapping grid. Blair (1951) recalculated data from Rand 
and Host ( 1942) with a correction factor for home range size that 
reduced their est~ate from 21/ha to 2.3/ha. 
Density estimates for P. gossypinus include 3.7-6 . 6/ha 
CMcCarlev, 1954)~ 0-3.7/ha (Layne, 1974), 10-39/ha and 27- 96/ha 
(BiRler and Jenkins, 1975). The densities found in the three 
studv areas would therefore be considered low to moderate. The 
Sand Pine Scrub grid is smaller than the two Canaveral sites, and 
since no ~ssessrnent of the effective area of capture (O'Farrell 
et D..l., 1977) t:vas r1ade, this area may have vielded less reliable 
-- J 
population esti~ates. 
Si$~!'1odon hisnidus density estimates include 18. 7/ha (Howell, 
1954), 0.3-19.5/ha (Galley et al., 1965), 4.4-24 .. 0/ha (Layne, 
1974), and 0.3-31.6/ha (Ehrhart, 1976). The t'.;o Canaveral grids 
would, therefore, be considered to have relatively low densities 
(Figs. 11 and 12). This was not an unexpected result insofar as 
neither of thes~ locations represents optimum Sigmodon habitat .. 
~- his~idus has been reported to prefer (and in some cases to be 
restricted to areas of) dense grassy cover (Stickel and Stickel, 
19~9; Sealander and Walker, 1955; Arata, 1959; Goertz, 1964; 
Flehartv and '!ares, 1973; Hright and Pagels, 1977). In Florida 
S .. ~1i.snidus occurs especially in pine flatHoods (Pearson, 1954; 
Lavne, 1974). 
P. florid.1.nus densities of 0.8-14.1/ha have been reported 
(Ehrhart, 1976). Ochrotomys nuttalli density estimates range 
from 0.3-7.2/ha (Layne, 1974) and up to 96.6/ha in a wet lowland 
forest (~·:rolfe and Linzey, 1977). The maximum densities of these 
tHo species on the Sand Pine Scrub grid tvere comparatively low 
at 6.5/ha and 2.7/ha respectively (Fig. 13). 
A comoarison of the three grids with respect to species 
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number and population density reveals several interesting patterns. 
First, species nuMber and species diversity ~·Jere fairly similar 
on the t~vo Canaveral sites, while the Sand Pine Scrub levels '\vere 
47 
noticablv lower for most dates (Fig. 7). 
The trends for average numbers of individuals captured along 
this sand nine scrub sere were for a decrease in Peromyscus 
~olionotus, an increase in P. gossxpinus, and an apparent optimum 
for S. hisnidus somewhere in the middle of the sere, i.e., nearest 
the Dune Scrub (Table 7). The pattern sho'~ here should not, 
however, be taken as the rule for all sand pine scrub locations. 
For exa~ple, sand pine areas in the Ocala National Forest do have 
P. polionot ·s non 1 tions (Ehrhart, personal communication). It is 
orobable t t P nolionotus has just not successfully colonized this 
Sand P1ne Scru· studv site, not that the scrub would not support 
them. 
Snec~es co~osition of small mammal communities is temporally 
dvnamic ~ Closte , 1972; Whitford, 1976). The relatively short 
span o t ' e co ·ered in this study was inadequate to reveal the 
comole.~it of species turnover. For instance, previous study on 
the Sand ine Scrub grid revealed the presence of S. hisnidus which 
were presumably immigrants from nearby flatwoods during population 
highs Stout, personal communication). 
Competitive interference among small mammals may contribute 
to changes in the number of species and their relative abundances 
(Grant, 1972). This may have been reflected in the tendency for 
P. gossypinus and ~· hispidus abundances to be inversely related. 
The Dune Scrub densities (Fig. 12) especially seemed to demonstrate 
this trend beginning fall 1976. 
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Table 7. The average number of small mammal captures per month. 
Species Coastal Strand Dune Scrub Sand Pine Scrub 
P. polionotus 17.1 7.9 N.D. 
P. gossvninus 1.7 3.4 3.7 
P. floridanus N.D. N.D. 1.0 
0. nuttalli N.D. N.D. 0.5 
s. his nidus 6.0 10.1 N.D. 
R. rattus 0.7 N.D. N.D. 
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Resiciencv'!' Su.ruival, and Longevity 
The ~umbers ~f n2~ captures and recapcures for each date are 
h . T"". 1/ -,... s 01·;n 1.n r~~s. <-+-.t.o. Easicallv these ~raphs separate resident 
0n~.!':1~ls (indi,_ridu.:1ls ·uith t~·.JO or more captures on the grids) from an 
aninal cantured for the first time. Exanination of these data 
reve.:tls ,_,.ar~ling rJ.e~rees of turnover of individual small mar.unals. 
"t:"ro~ Jul~·, 19~6 throu~h February, 1977, R_. polionotus on the 
Coas:~l Strand (Fi;. 14) had a relatively high turnover of 
indi'.· i it1als. After Februarv total nunber of captures decreased, 
while :he ,ronort~on or recapcures generally increased. Overall, 
th~ June Scrub h.::d lov:er numbers of total c.aotures of P. polionotus 
than did tlL~2 Coastal Strand (p < 0. 01). Dun'2 Scrub captures vlere 
hi,?,h .\TJri.l ':hrout;h June, 1977 \.;hen recaptures comprised about 
one-third of the tJtal. It is interestinp, that recruitment 
con~inued even ~fter marking lS new ani~als in :lay, 1977. Blair 
(1~51) treated his captures of P. nolionotus as resident or 
transienc. He obtained coTiparatively low percentages of transients, 
prohabl•; due to the lar·~e size (26 ha) of his study area. 
Peromvscus ~ossvninus recaptures and new captures are sho~m 
onlv for the Sand Pine Scrub (Fig. 15) due to the low nuMber of 
captures at the other t1;-10 sites. Most recruitment occurred bet\veen 
november, 1976 and January, 1977. After that period recruitnent 
(and total numbers) v1as relatively lo\oJ until the last three months 
of samplin~ when a total of seven neH animals ~-1as marked. 
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the fifteen sampling periods on the Sand Pine Scrub site. One or 
more ne't·T individuals appeared on all eight P. floridanus capture 
dates. 'Fe"t·T P. floridanus recaptures were made (Fig. 15). 
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Sigmodon hisoidus were caught in higher numbers on the Dune 
Scrub than on -he Coastal Strand (Fig. 16) except for June through 
September, 1977 1:-rhen their numbers Here unusually low. In 
com~arison to the Coastal Strand, the Dune Scrub had low recruitment 
and a hi~n orooor r ion of recaptures from August, 1976 through May, 
1977 . 
· s the · est: resi enc"" data was on the Coastal Strand for 
P s~ n t ne Dune Scrub for~· hispidus, and on the Sand 
Pine Scrub for P gossvoinus. 
The n .r cent of recaptures seen on any given date did not 
appear o be d_r~ctly related to density, but there were several 
ns l.. anc n 
ncrease _ the 
a dec!'"ease in density 'tvas accompanied by an 
rcentage of recaptures. Examples of this pattern 
were found between February and March, 1977 for the Coastal Strand 
!· oolionotus (Fig. 14); between January and February, 1977 for 
Sand Pine Scrub~- gossvpinus (Fig. 15); between February arid l1arch , 
1977 for Coastal Strand~· hispidus; and between December, 1976 
and Januarv, 1q77 for the Dune Scrub~· hispidus (Fig. 16) . 
The trends in cumulative numbers of tagged individuals give 
a different perspective to the question of residency and turnover. 
The accumulation of tagged P . polionotus on the Coastal Strand 


























































































































of stud'· than l1n the Dune Scrub. In addition, the curve began to 
level out e~rlier on ~~e Coastal Strand than on the Dune Scrub. 
0 atterns in the number of tagged P. gossvpinus were more 
cnnnlicated, ~er~~~s bec~use of the smaller sample sizes. The 
Coastal Stra~d had relatively shallow waves of recruitment 
throughout the studu, ,.,hilL the Dune Scrub had large increases 
in t.J.~~eJ individuals bet-r:"""een ~fay (11 individuals) and August, 1977 
(2~ i~divtJuals). The~- gossyryinus on the Sand Pine Scrub area 
sho·veci r :1p i_j :-~c"!:"t!.i t::lent :rom ~over:1ber, 197 6 through January, 19 77, 
hut iit:~le re.c~uitmP-nt T·Jas seen after that: period (Fig. 18). 
The 3C~:1su2-a.!:ion of tagged S. hispidus on the t\vO Canaveral 
sites revealed remarkablv snall slo~es (Fig. 19)_ This indicated 
no neriods of ranid recruitment for this species. 
Previous auchors (Gentrv et al., 1971; Ramsev and Briese, '-- -
1971) h~lxe u..:;ed a c.unulati\-e capture analysis over a shorter term 
b~s~s. ~h0ir totals obtained over periods of 18 and 30 days 
respeci~elv, de~onstraced the number of trapping sessions required 
before the numbe::- uf captures leveled off. The present study, 
however, covered a lon~er period of tine with nany more days between 
trappinp. r:->ericds, chas permitting more recruitment of ne\-J individuals 
between data points. 
Four \veek survival rates for the three most common sr:1all 
maMmal species are given in Figs. 20-22. Survival of ~· polionotus 
on the Coastal Strand (Fig. 20) ranged from a low of 0.36 for 

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































snecies on ~he Dune Scrub had a broader range of values, from a 
lo'iv of 0.2 in .June 3.nd July, 1977 to a high of 1.0 on trtJo dates 
in late 1976. The low can Drobably be attributed to predation 
bv Snilo~:lie nutorius on animals in traps. Ehrhart (personal 
cor!1.munic3.cion) !:"e~orted similar problens ";vith S. putorius 
removin~ ani~als from traps at ~erritt Island, Brevard County, 
FloriJa. 
The ~ve~all shape of the P. gossvpinus survival curves from 
the CHO C;_1naveral sites (Fig. 21) are comparable in that they rose 
from a lot: of zcr:-o in ]e-:errlber, 197 6 to a high of l. 0 during the 
earl7 ~onths af 1977. The survival rates then declined markedly 
duri~~ t~e sun~er of 1977. The Sand Pine Scrub~- gossypinus 
survivor3hin -,as lower than thac observed on the Canaveral sites 
for ~11 sa~~lin~ dates after Dece8ber, 1976. Survival rate at 
that site ~emain~J at zero during the last six months of study 
(Fig. 21). 
Siqmodon ~isoidus survival rates (Fig. 22) ranged from 
61 
0.27 to 0.80 for the Coastal Strand Hith the peak reached in April, 
1977. Survival at the Dune Scrub was relatively high until mid-
1977 when it fell from 0.67 in }~y to 0.15 in June. 
Althou~h the majority of individual small mammals lvere 
kno\•m to be alive on the trapping grids for four months or less, 
a £e~1 individuals 1vere kno\m to have remained considerably longer. 
The maximum known period. of residency ("longevity") for Coastal 
Strand P. polionotus was 14 months. A total of five individuals 
(three ~ales and ~~~ fe~ales) were present 12 or more ~onths, 
uhil12 :.n .:.1dd itional five ~,.,ere present 8 to 10 months. Dapson 
(1972) found the rnaximur.t "lon~evity" of this species at Vera 
Beach, Florida to be approximately 10 months. 
'1axii!lu:n longevity for ~· gossv::>inus \vas 9 months for a 
mal~ on the Coastal Strand. Six other individuals were present 
on tr_e stuC.': ::1reas fro:n S to 8 months. The maximum kno~m 1_)eriods 
of resiJencv ror P. floridanus and Ochrotomys nuttalli were 6 
T"lonths a:1d _,. :::10:1t:-~s, respectively. '1cCarlev (1959) found a 
P1a::i:-:.u:1 :..on~e'Jity oi approx=._ma~ely 23 w.onths for 0. nuttalli, and 
~n~r~xt~~tel~ 16 ~onchs ~or P. 2ossvpinus. In captivity, life 
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sne~.n.;; have been knoHn to 'tle considerably longer than those 
deter~ined fron live-trapping atudies. An extreme examnle of this 
was 1ne fenale 0. nuttalli that reportedly lived for 8 years, 5 
months (I..Lnzev and ?ackard, 1977). 
The m3ximurn longevity for S. hispidus was 10 months for a 
female on the Dune Scrub. Two males re~ained on that grid for 
7 Mont~s each. Layne (1974) similarly determined a maximum 
longevitv for S. hisoidus of 10 months. 
Fairbairn (1977) ~ointed out that the mortality estimates 
obtained from live trapping have t\vo components. That is, \~hen 
an animal disap~ears froM a trapping grid it has either died on 
the grid or it has emigrated. The argument was made that if 
oeriods of high emigration coincide Hith periods of high 
immigration, then decreased survival (increased emigration-type 
63 
"mort~alitv") ·3hou:Ld ·::oincide ~·rith increased recruitment (capture 
The nunber o: n2~v individuals appearing each month and the 
number of individuals disappearing during the same interval were 
compared for ~ach species on each trapping grid. A significant 
corr2lati~n coefficient (r) was found between these two variables 
(p ~ 0.01) for P. polionotus on the Coastal Strand. 
nt~1cr correlation coefficients for other sites and other 
snccic . , :·1e:-2 not significant at the 0.05 level. Thus emigration 
'1nnt~.1!'S to h2ve been 3. nore important: component: of "mortality" 
O
c -, 
J.. • ,oliono~~s ~n the Coastal Strand than for other species and 
ot~er sites. This ~esult may be partially due to the openness of 
Zones ~ and 2 of t~0 Ccasral Strand grid which allowed for 
relativ2lv unrest~icced north-south ~ove~ent on and off the 
C.:-tlcit-Jell (1964) like-.:~ise Eou~d relatively little agreement 
bet~cen oortality and recruitment, thus suggesting factors other 
than emigr2tion ~ay ~e important in determining disappearance of 
individuals from the trappable popu~ation. 
Among the factors that have been suggested in the literature 
as plaving a role in determining nortality are weather (Howard, 
1951; r;entrv and Odum, 1957; Duna~vay and Kaye, 1961), parasites 
(Whitaker, 1968; Hunter et al., 1972), competition for food 
(Ho't·Jard.. 1951; Pournclle and Barrington, 1953; Stickel, 1960; 
Caldl·Tell, 1964), and predation (Schnell, 1968; \Volfe and Rogers, 
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1969: l~ie~ert, 1972). Blair (1951) proposed that of these factors 
~r2dation T·Tas nrobably the most import:ant in determining survival 
of 0 • p. leuLoceni1alus on Santa Rosa Island. Potential predators 
seen on or ~ea~ ~he Canaveral trapping sites include Spilogale 
nuturi~s (E~ster~ spotted skunk), Procyon lotor (raccoon), Felis 
rufu:; ('uoo~~:::.t), Buteo j amaicensis (red-tailed ha~:·7k), Falco 
sp!lrverius ( Aner ican kestrel) (during the I.Jinter), and Crotalus 
adaM2nC·2. 11S (Eastern diamond rattlesnake). Trails of other snakes 
have been seen ~ut not identified. 
In th~ present stuciy ext:erne temperatures resulted in the deaths 
of several roden~s in live-traps. It is, however, probable that 
sane of ~:--1eir deat!1s resulted not from the Peather alone, but as 
an arti.f.::.c.t: of the trapping :>rugram 'ivhich prevented them from 
seekin,~ s~elt2r or, as Howard (1951) suggested, Peromyscus death 
can !Je due to cold \.;eat her starvation. 
Ano!:ller aspect of the "tveather r:vhich was considered a possible 
li~iting resource in the xeric sand pine scrub sere was rainfall. 
The onlv indication of a water shortage possibly influencing the 
small narnrnals ~as for P. polionotus on the Dune Scrub where there 
t:.Jas sone .sinilaritv bet\veen :-ainfall levels (Fig. 4) and survival 
rates for this species (Fig. 20) during the early stages of the 
study. That is, low points occurred on both curves in October, 
197fi and January, 1977. January, 1977 was, however, also unusually 
ld (17. -) co ' 1.~. :J • 
External parasites did not appear to contribute to mortality 
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in this studv. Ticks and fleas were seen in low numbers, primarily 
on Sig~odon hiso i dus. P. gossypinus occasionally had ticks. P. 
polionotus had very few ectoparasites, at least in part due to its 
frequently observed grooming behaviors. 
Competition for food is difficult to assess, but plant 
phenolog notes taken during trapping sessions indicated that, 
especiallr during the summer and fall seasons, food (seeds and 
fruits) ~as not in short supply. 
Biomass, Bodv Weignts, Hind Foot Lengths, and Pads 
us · biomass as an indicator of dominance, the cotton rat 
(Sigmodon hisnidus) was clearly the dominant small mammal species 
at t. Canaveral s · tes (Figs. 23 and 24). The dominant species 
for ost sample dates on the Sand Pine Scrub was !· gossypinus 
wheth r ~easured in terms of biomass (Fig. 25) or in terms of 
number ( g. 10}. 
Maximum biomass figures for S. hispidus were approximately 
1600 and ~100 g at the two Canaveral sites, that is about 
1100 g/ ha and 1450 g/ha. French~ al. (1976), in a tall grass 
prairie, reported a maximum~- hispidus biomass of 900 g/ha, while 
Odum (1955) found S. hispidus to peak at 8400 g/ha in northern 
Georg1a. 
Peromvscus polionotus biomass reached 425 g and 400 g on the 
two Canaveral sites (Figs. 23 and 24). French et al. (1976) 























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































levels up to 150 ~/h~. 
A CJ.11parison of the total sD.all mafJTilal biomass for the three 
grids ;hot~ed the hi~h2st biomass levels (on most dates) on the 
Dune Scrub srid (Fi~. 26). Sigmodon hispidus captures accounted 
for ~ lar~e ?ercenca~e of the total biomass, especially uhen the 
bionass levels were hi1h. (Compare Fig· 26 with Fig. 24). Lowest 
bionass levels ~ere found 3C the Sand Pine Scrub even after 
appl:·ill~ '1 ~orrect::..Jn ~ac:or (::1ultiplyiag by 2. 77) for the area of 
the tranpi~~ ~rid. 
Smal~ :-:1a~na: :)ociv ·.·lei[;~ ts are surru-nar ized in Table 8 according 
to sice. s~ecies, and se::. Interse~ and incersite differences 
TJithin soecies .-Jere quite small. Interspecies comparisons of \·leight 
T.Jere Dron~b.i..v :nos\: interesting, ho~.;ever, and uill be discussed in 
th2 Co~~lttnit~: Structure section. 
Previous pap121.-s have listed bod~r \,Teights for the small mari1.mal 
~pecies stuci~ed ~ere. P. p. rhoadsi have been reported to average 
13 g ·1dult Hei~ht (Rand and Host, 1942). !· gossypinus mean tveights 
ran~e from 22 g to 32 g on ~ferritt island, Florida (Ehrhart, 1976), 
thus the P. gossvpinus on all three study sites were near the low 
end of this range. ~1ean body weights given for P. floridanus 
ranr,ed fro~ 28 g to 39 g (Ehrhart, 1976), putting the Sand Pine 
Scrub P. floridanus \vell 'I'.>Tithin this range. 0. nuttalli mean 
~o1eights listed bv Ehrhart (197 6) ranged from 16 g to 26 g. By 
co~oarison the few Sand Pine Scrub 0. nuttalli \vere relatively 












































































































































































































































Tahlc 8. ~1ean body r.;eight, in grams, of small mannnal species in three 
habitats, the Coastal Strand (July, 1976 through September, 1977), Dune 
Scrub (July, 1976 through September, 1977) and Sand Pine Scrub (October, 
1976 through Dece:nber, 1977). Sample sizes are in parentheses. 
Soecies Sex Coastal Strand Dune Scrub Sand Pine Scrub 
Male 14.8 (138) 14.4 (6£) N.D. 
P. nolionotus Fenale 15.7 (118) 14; 1" (52) N.D. 
CoPlbineJ 15.2 (256) 14.3 (118) N.D. 
~le 23.2 (11) 23.2 (23) . 21.3 (31) 
P. gossvoinus Female. 24.3 (13) 20.5 (29) 22.5 (25) 
Comb)_ned 23.8 (24) 21.7 (52) 21.8 (56) 
M.:\le N.D. N.D. 33.0 (7) 
P. f lor .:_da:1us Female N.D .. N.D. 37.5 (8) 
Combined N.D. N .. D. 35.4 (15) 
Male N.D. N.D. 15. 1 (6) 
0. nuttalli Female N.D. N.D. 19.5 (2) 
Combined N.D. N.D. 16.2 (8) 
1-iale 115.4 (43) 124.5 (81) N.D. 
s. hispidus Fenale 103.2 (48) 100.9 (67) N.D. 
Corrtb 5.ned 109.0 (91) 113.8 (148) N.D. 
Hale 92.0 (5) N.D. N.D. 
R. rattus Fe!nale QQ.O (5) N.D. N.D. 
Colilbined 91.0 (10) N.D. N.D. 
vicinitv of Plavalinda Be~ch, Florida was 174 g (Ehrhart, 1976). 
This value was almost twice that of the Coastal Strand R. rattus 
but ~ost of the individuals there appeared to be subadults. Mean 
bod~, ·1ei~hts reported in the literature for .§_. hispidus \.Jere 
140 ~ :or ~dult ~ales and 130 g for adult, non-pregnant females 
(Layne, 1974). The weights given in Table 8 for~· hispidus were 
lot·:er t~an those 2_isted above, but do reflect the same trend of 
The P10i1 t:-tly :r.ean bociy 'l;veights for Peromyscus polionotus uere 
qui~e stab!~ ~n ~oth Canave~a: sites (Figs. 27 and 28). One of 
72 
the ~ost ""1oci:e3.ble di~s in mea::1 bod~r ueight on the Coastal Strand 
(October, 1976) ~as due to the appearance of two juvenile males. 
(BecQuse fenale bod,, weights can be significantly altered by 
nre~nanc'·, onlv ~ales were used for this analysis). No clear cut 
seasc,n,l trends in body weight were apparent in this study despite 
renocts that fat reserves of both sexes of this species are 
reduc~d to half those of non-breeding levels (Caldwell and Connell, 
1963). Perh3os food was plentiful enou~h on the Canaveral sites 
to ~llow ~nirn~ls to ma~ntain fat reserves at normal levels during 
neriods of higher energy needs by in~reased feeding. 
~[onthly mean body t·Teights for male Signodon hispidus are shovm 
in Figs. 29 and 30. Drops in body weight, such as seen beginning 
in NoveMber~ 1976 on the Coastal Strand, were primarily due to the 
app~aranc.e c~f ~maller ani:nals (by birth or immigration) rather 

































































































































































































































N2 0 2 3 2 0 4 4 3 2 5 7 18 6 5 4 2 
J A S J 
1975 
A S 0 N 
1976 
0 J F M A M J J A S 
1977 
Fi.r':. 2<:3. '~ean T"1onthl~r bodv ~veiP"hts for male ?eYom:'scus polionotus 
on the Dune Scrub ~rid. Brackets enclose a 95% confidence interval. 
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Fig. 29. ~1ean Ronthlv bodv Heights for male Sigmodon his~idus on the 














































































































































































































































los3 bv individuals is occasionally experienced in S. hispidus 
(f;oertz, 1965; Lavne, 197 4). 
'~nthly ~ean body weights for S. hispidus using months with 
two or ~ore S. hisoidus captures ranged from 62 g to 175 g on 
the Co~st~l Strand, 3~d from 60 g to 138 g on the Dune Scrub. 
Durin~ a thre~ year study of a mixed scrub area on Merritt Island, 
Florid~, Ehrhart (1976) found a range of mean ~· hispidus weights 
fro~ 79 g (winter, 1973) to 152 g (spring, 1974). 
Bod·: ~;ei~ht ::ren.:is for Male Signodon hispidus first trapped 
as ~uveniles or subadults are shown in Fig. 31. Layne (1974) 
shot.red S. :1isnidus ocdy \veir;ht trenJs in ~·lhich there ~vere tHO fairly 
distinct ~rouns of young animals, one in early summer and the other 
in the ::all. ~1ost of the S. hisnidus included in Fig. 31 were 
probabl'r born betvreen August and :·lovember based on the gro\vth rates 
r~norted by Kilgore (1970) and as indicated by evidence on female 
reuroductive activity sho~\rn later in this Population Dynamics 
section. 
'1ean hind foot lengths for the small mammal species are 
listed in Table 9. P. polionotus fooL lengths found in this study 
were in verv close agreement 'l:vit~1 those reported for P . .E.· rhoadsi 
(Bowen, 1968) which is geographically the nearest subspecies to 
P. p. niveiventris of those listed by Bowen (1968). The foot 
length range given for P. gossvpinus \vas 16 mm to 26 rom (Wolfe and 
Linzev, 1977). Ehrhart (1976) obtained mean hind foot lengths of 
























































































































































































Table 9. ~an hind foot lengths, in millimeters, for six small 
mammal species in East Central Florida. Sample sizes are given 
in parenthes~s. 
Species Coastal Strand Dune Scrub Sand Pine Scrub 
P. polionotus 17.4 (2.56) 17~3 (121) N.D. -
P_. · gossvoinus 20.0 (24) 20.0 (52) 20.2 (56) 
P. floridanus N.D. N.D. 24.1 (15) 
o. nutt:.lli N.D. N.D. 16.9 (8) 
s. his nidus ·28.4 (93) 28.6 (154) N.D. 
R. rattus 31.3 (9) N.D. N.D. 
79 
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0. nutt~lli, 32.3 mm for S. hispidus, and 36.6 mm for R. rattus - - . 
The values ~iven by Ehrhart Here very similar to those determined 
for the ~ice in this study, but were considerably higher for the 
rats (Signodon and Rattus). This was also true for body weights, 
nrobr1.bl v ~1ecause of the high proportion of immature animals 
cantured duri~g the present study. 
The hind foot length of ~- hisnidus was found to be highly 
correlated wit~ the log of body weight. The regression lines for 
the t~o C3naveral sites were remarkably similar. For the Coastal 
Str3nd nonulati~n ~ was 0.83 (p ~ 0.001, n = 85) while the Dune 
Scru~ ~opulation data showed an r of 0.75 (p < 0.001, n = 142). 
This analysis Has not performed on the other t\vO com..mon species 
in that full ~oCJt size was usually attained before the initial 
capture of the individual. 
Previous authors (Hall and Kelson, 1959; Blair et al., 1968) 
have used the nurr:;Je.!:' of plantar tubercles (hind foot pads) as a 
key character in Peromvscus species identification. That is, 
according to the literacure, P. floridanus has five hind foot pads, 
whereas all other Peronvcus species have six .. 
Smith (1967) pointed ouc that ~- polionotus sometimes have 
five plantar tubercles. The present research revealed that some 
P. £· niveiventris individuals also exhibited the five pad trait. 
Of 45 individuals captured two or more times and Hith consistent 
foot pad readings, 31% had five pads, 67% had the regular six pad 
character, and one individual had five pads on one foot and six 
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oads on the other. 
Perornvscus floridanus is also known to varv from the reaular 
u 0 
five pad confi~ur~tion (Layne, 1970). Of the individuals captured 
on the Sand Pine Scrub, 56% had the typical five pads, 40% had six 
pads, ~nd one individual had four hind foot pads. 
To su~arize the results presented in this section, the trends 
in bionass seen in the sand pine scrub sere were basicallv the 
saM~ as for ryonulation numbers. There was a general trend toward 
decreased 11iaMass of P. polionotus, an increase in biomass of P. 
gossv~~nu~~ ~nd a high in~- hispidus biomass at the intermediate 
site in the sere, i.e., the Dune Scrub. 
Tl1e biomass curves for the Peromvscus species reflected 
the curves for cotal ~aptures. Only the ~- hispidus bioflass curves 
nrovided information beyond that of the total capture curve. That 
is, low points in S. hispidus biomass were indicative of low captures 
and/or the capture of younger individuals. 
Season~l crends in body wei8hts of ~· polionotus and ~· hispidus 
were discussed. Growth trends were presented (Fig. 31) for the 
relati~;el'.' snall number of ..§_. hisoidus males rei!laining on the grids 
long enoup,h to have been captured one or more times after an 
initial canture at preadult weight. 
'1ean hind foot lengths Here remarkably constant bet'tveen sites 
for a Riven species. The foot lengths determined in this study 
were compared with those in the literature. The hind foot length 
of S. hisoidus was found to be correlated with the log of body 
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~"eight. 
Irregular numbers of plantar tubercles were found for P. n. 
-=-
niveiventris ~nd P. :loridanus4 These findings support the 
sn~c;estion made bv Smith (1967) that a key to the species of 
Peromvscus is needed that does not refer to the ntmber of hind 
foot pads. 
A~e Structur3, Sex Ratios, and Reproductive Condition 
A~e stru~ture of the Peromyscus species as inferred fran 
pela~e ..:lasses is summarized in Tables 10-13. It should be 
oointed out that there are so~etimes problems with basing age 
structure on pelage classes or on \·Jeight (}Iorris, 1972). Blair 
(1951), for instance, reported that some f. polionotus with 
subadult size and pelage were sexually mature. 
Juvenile Perom~rscus Nere rarely captured.. Only five juvenile 
P. nolionctus were seen during the study (Tables 10 and 11), three 
of these being from October, 1976, on the Coastal Strand. Subadults 
of this species were seen on the Coastal Strand on all trapping 
dates except April, 1977. The highest percentage of subadults was 
73% in November, 1976 (Table 10). On the Dune Scrub subadults 
appeared on all but four dates when only adults were captured. 
The highest percentages of subadults ~.;ere present from ~1ovember, 
1976 through February, 1977 (Table 11). Dapson (1972) studied the 
age structure of six populations of f· polionotus. One of these 
six was a beach population (Vero Beach, Florida) that had a higher 
33 
T~ble 10. A~e structure (%) a£ Pero~vscus polionotus, based on 
pelage cl~ss, on che Coastal Strand grid. Samnle sizes are given 
in Dd.r-encheses. 
Juvenile Sub adult Adult 
197() 
Julv 0 (0) 57 (8) 43 (6) 
Aur!tt3t 0 (0) 63 (10) 38 (6) 
Sentl~nher 0 (0) 47 (9) 53 ( 1 0) 
October 14 (3) 50 (11) 36 (8) 
'lovenber 0 (()) 73 (19) 27 (7) 
DeceMber 0 (0) 54 (15) 46 (13) 
1977 
J anuar"· 0 (0) 46 (13) 54 (15) 
Febru2rv 0 (0) 23 (6) 77 (20) 
"'iarc:1 0 (0) 13 (2) 87 (13) 
Anril 0 (0) 0 (0) 100 (13) 
~1av 0 (0) 15 (2) 85 (11) 
June 0 (0) 9 (1) 91 (10) 
Julv 8 (1) 25 (3) 67 (8) 
August 0 (0) 25 (2) 75 (6) 
September 0 (0) 17 (1) 83 (S) 
Table 11. Age struccure (%) of Peromyscus polionotus, based on 
pel<l~e c.lass, on the Dur'~2 Scrub grid. Sar.tPle sizes are given in 
n.1.rentheses. 
Date Juvenile Sub adult Adult 
1976 
Julv 0 (0) 0 (0) 100 (2) 
Au~ust 0 (0) 0 (0) 100 (3) 
Sept2r:ber 0 (0) 50 (1) 50 (1) 
Oc t,Jber 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 
:love:noer 0 (0) 60 (3) 40 (2) 
Decer1ber 11 (1) 56 (5) 33 (3) 
197 7 
Januarv 0 (0) 83 (5) 17 (1) 
Februar.v 0 (0) 75 (6) 25 (2) 
~arch 0 (0) 30 (3) 70 (7) 
Anril 0 (0) 14 (2) 86 (12) 
Mav 0 (0) 21 (6) 79 (22) 
June 0 (0) 14 (2) 86 (12) 
Julv 0 (0) 0 (0) 100 (8) 
August 0 (0) 0 (O) 100 (6) 
SeoteT!lber 0 (0) 20 (1) 80 (4) 
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Table 12. A~e structure (%) of Peromyscus goss~·7pinus, based on 
pela~e class, on elL~ Dune Scrub grid. SaErple sizes are given in 
parenthes2s. 
Juvenile Sub adult Adult 
JulY 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (O) 
A1~~us~ 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 
s~nt2:-'"lh~:....· 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 
ilct0D2!:" 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 
~Toverr1b er 0 (O) 0 (O) 100 (1) 
Decer1oer 0 (0) so (1) 50 (1) 
1977 
Jn.nuar .. r 0 (0) 33 (1) 67 (2) 
~ehru..1r·., 0 (0) 40 (2) 60 (3) 
"i:a rc l-t 0 (0) 0 (O) 100 (5) 
Anril 0 (0) 0 (0) 100 (4) 
1-t,q ,, 0 (0) 0 (0) 100 (3) 
June 0 (O) 12 (1) 88 (7) 
Julv 0 (0) 40 (4) 60 (6) 
AUfl;USt 0 (0) 0 (0) 100 (7) 
Sept eMber 0 (0) 0 (0) 100 (3) 
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Table 13. Arte st-r-ucture (~~) of Peromyscus gossyninus, based ·on 




Oc t'"'l~ ~r 0 (0) 
~~ ,;v~ ~.r. e r 0 (0) 
DeCt->'"':;t1f~r 25 . ') ) l-
l q--- I I 
J ..1.nua r~. 23 (3) 
Fehr'J<1 ru (} (0) 
'1arc:l 0 (0) 
A!1ril 0 (O) 
'1av 0 (0) 
June 0 (0) 
Julv 0 (0) 
Au~ust 0 (0) 
September 0 (0) 
October 0 (0) 
November 0 (0) 

































































median age (180 days) than other populations. Females at the Vera 
Beach site survi ved long enough to have weaned a litter (72 days). 
All P. gossyoinus captures on the Coastal Strand were adults. 
The Dune Scrub population likewise showed no juveniles in the 
capture records. Subadults were seen, however, representing 9 of 
51 cantures at this location (Table 12). The only~· gossypinus 
j uveniles captured during this study were in December, 1976 and 
Janu r u , 1977, on the Sand Pine Scrub. McCarley (1959) similarly 
found est percentages of younger age classes to be 
De · embe u ~h -~rc for Texan P. gossypinus (and for 0. nuttalli). 
Subadults conorised 24 of the 58 P. gossypinus captured at the Sand 
Pine Scrub Bigler and Jenkins (1975) analyzed seasonal variation 
n . e _· e structure of P. gossypinus from two hammocks in South 
Flor· o points in the percentage of subadults occurred from 
lat ·inter to early spring. The Sand Pine Scrub P. gossypinus 
sub u ts ked slightly later (Table 13). 
Of t e 5 P. floridanus captures at the Sand Pine Scrub one 
was a · uvenile, two were subadults, and the remaining 12 were 
adults. 
All Ochrotomys nuttalli captured in this study at the Sand 
Pine Scrub were adults. 
The presence of juveniles and subadults provided information 
on the approxLmate time of reproductio~. This will be discussed 
in more detail in association with the data on reproductive 
condition. 
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A~e structure of SigModan hispidus based on weight classes is 
shovm in Tables 14 and 15. On the Coastal Strand site the majority 
of juveniles anpeared from October, 1976 through January, 1977. 
Subadults \Jere coLill1lon from November, 1976 through Hay, 1977. Adults 
were seen every ~onth except April, 1977 (Table 14). On the Dune 
Scrub eight of the nine juveniles Here seen betHeen Septei!lber and 
Decenber, 1976. Subadults were present during most months, but 
"i.·Tere especinlly common in July, 1976, and again from January through 
'1ar~h, 1977. Adults predo~inated August, 1976 through January, 
1977 ,'lahle 15). 
Lavne's (1974) study near Gainesville, Florida revealed high 
nunbers of juv~niles in June to August and October to January. The 
two CanavAral sites showed the second of these two peaks, but not 
the first. Subadults (defined as 60 g to 110 g by Layne) were 
reported to be highest in December to April. The Canaveral sites 
shorved !:'Ou~!-11 v the sar:1~ period of subadul t hip,hs, Hi th an 
additional peak in 3uly, 1976 on the Dune Scrub. Odum (1955) 
demonstrated that durin~ high density years the age pyramid strongly 
favored juveniles (76%), but not so strongly during lo~v density 
vears (55%). Further study will be required to see how closely 
these pvramids will be approached by the Canaveral populations. 
There are sometimes problems \vith estimating age by Height. 
Layne (1974), for example, found a feH S. hisoidus which reached 
pubertv at less than 60 g (juvenile weight by most authors' 
definitions). Chipman (1965) suggested that techniques other than 
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Table 14. Age struccure (%) of Si~modon hispidus, based on weight 
classes (less than 60 grams = juvenile, 61 to 100 grams = subadult, 
and ~reJt2r than 100 grans = adult), on the Coastal Strand grid. 




Julu 22 (2) 
Au~ust 0 (0) 
Se"r)t...:~be!' 0 (O) 
lq~r 
~ I 'l 
Jul-- 33 (1) 
Au-;ust 0 (0) 
Senr~~her 0 (0) 
nc to·:er 13 (1) 
:~ovenoer 30 (3) 
!"'Jecc:.~~~e:- 40 (4) 
1977 --
Jnnu~rv 17 (1) 
Fehrua~v 0 (0) 
March 0 (O) 
Aryril 0 (0) 
'1rt ,•T 0 (0) 
June 0 (0) 
Julv 14 (1) 
Auguc;t 0 (0) 












































































Tnhl~ 15. Av,e structure (%) of Sigmodon hisoidus, based on weight 
clRsses (less than 60 grams = juvenile, 61 to 100 gra~s ; subadult, 
and greater th~~ 100 ~rams= adult), on the Dune Scrub grid. 




















































































































hndv ~eight, such as 2ye lens weight, should provide better age 
esti~ati~ns for Si~~odon~ 
The sex ratios of six small 1:1ammals over the 2ntire study 
are sho1:1n in Table 16. The :--atios ·Here not significantly 
differe.r:t fror:t the h~rpochesizeJ 1:1 Hitn the exception of S. 
hisni?.~I3 .Jn the Dune Scrub ~.,here males Here favored (p < 0. OS). 
Yates ~Jrreccion for discontinuity (Zar, 1974) changed this result 
to d less signifi~a~t level (p < 0.10). 
'1an\· st·Jdi.es of PeroMVSCUS species have revealed higher 
'1erce~~ :.:r2s of ~ales ::han f2males. Terman and Sassaman (1967) 
anal~2ed d3ta ~a the literacure for R· polionotus- ~. gossypinus, 
and 0. nutc~lli. Both of the first two species had significantly 
nore :.1ales, "';·Jhil\~ ~he studies for 0. nuttalli yielded no 
s~~~i~ic~nt diffP.rence fran :he hypothesized 1:1 ratio of nales 
to fem~les. ~entrv et al. (1971) found non-significant results 
Enr P. ~o~s~ninus, but significance at the 0.05 level for 0. 
nuttall~. Rams~v and Briese (1971) showed generally higher levels 
of males than females among S. hispidus, but these differences 
~ere not stati3tic3lly si~nificant. 
!tonthlv sex ratios for~- polionotus, P. gossypinus and S. 
hisoidus are sho~m in Figs. 32-34. Comparable graphs for other 
s~ecies, and for~· gossvninus on the Coastal Strand were not 
included due to small sample sizes. Hale ~· polionotus at the 
Coastal Strand generally comprised 50% or nore of the population. 
The per cent males for P. polionotus ranged from 0 to 100 on the 
Table 16. Percent~ges of nale captures on the Coastal Strand 
(Julv, l97G throu~;h Senternber, 1977), Dune Scrub (July, 1976 
chrou~h S2nce~her, 1977), and Sand Pine Scrub (October, 1976 
throu~h Jecember, 1977). Sa1nple sizes are gi"'.ren in parentheses. 
92 
Sne.:ies Coa3tal Strand Dune Scrub Sand Pine Scrub 
n noi_tonotus 50.4 (125) 51.3 (80) N.D. 
p . ~ossvn.;__":"P!S 63.6 (11) 44.0 (25) 62.5 (32) 
P. flo r L.:L:.nu _; N.D. N.D .. L~6. 2 (13) 
n. nut t::1ll:. N.D. N.D. 50 .. 0 (4) 
s. hi.~1ill:1S 56 .. 6 (53) 62.5 (64)* N.D. 
R. r3t::·!s 44.4 (9) N.D. N.D. 




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Dune Scrub, but both of these extremes were reached at times of 
l ol·T pooulation levels. l.fuen the sample size was ten or more 
(March through ... une, 1977), the range Has narrower, from 45% to 
65% males (Fig. 32). The changes in the per cent of males on the 
tT-J'O Canaveral sites were quite similar from December, 1976 until 
September, 1977. 
Tne sex ratio favored male P. gossypinus on the Dune Scrub 
t~ To of twelve dates on which this species occurred, i.e., August 
and eo r, 1977. As was the case for P. polionotus, higher 
pooulat~on levels appeared to temper the sex ratios. The sex 
ratio of P. gossypinus on the Sand Pine Scrub favored males on 
seven of twelve sample dates (Fig. 33). 
Sex ratios for S. hispidus from the Coastal Strand strongly 
favor d males in the summer of 1975. During 1976 and 1977 the 
pattern · as quite ~ariable, with four dates favoring males, seven 
dates favo · females, and four dates having equal numbers of 
both sexes. On the Dune Scrub male S. hispidus predominated on 
nine of the 17 sample dates. When population levels were above 
ten (Julv, 1976 through March, 1977) the males comprised 33% to 
75% of the captures (Fig 34). 
Monthlv percentages of P. polionotus, P. gossypinus, and S. 
hispidus in reproductive condition are shown in Figs. 35- 39. 
Breeding condition was defined as having partially or entirely 
descended testes for males, or having pigmented, enlarged, or 


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































were included in this analysis). Male and female P. polionotus 
on the Coastal Strand followed similar patterns, but with males 
reaching higher levels and earlier reproductive condition than the 
females. During 1976, the frequency of reproductive individuals 
peaked in late fall then declined, and remained at low levels 
throughout the winter (Fig. 35). The presence of juveniles in 
Oc =ober, 1976 also indicated fall reproductive activity (Table 10). 
This oattern -!as not as clearly defined on the Dune Scrub, although 
there '" Tas similar but later decline in reproductive activity 
du ~~n , the pring of 19/ 7 ·Fig 36). The small sample size in late 
1976 . v have accounted for the variation reported. 
Davenport (1964) reported a reproductive cycle for P. polionotus 
in South Carol · na in vhich there 't-lere pregnant females all months 
of the vear. Highest rates of pregnancy were February through 
October (except for a low in August), whereas the lowest rates of 
pre~nanc tvere November through January. Although Davenport used 
a different index, the reproductive cycles in South Carolina appear 
to be more continuous than those observed in Central Florida. It 
has been suggested that high summer temperatures directly inhibit 
reoroductive physiology, Layne (1974), however,offered an 
alternative explanation related to food availability. That is, 
breeding mav be interrupted in more southern parts of the range by 
climatic influences on the food supply. 
Few P. gossypinus fro~ the Dune Scrub were in reproductive 
condition during the first four months of 1977 (Fig. 37). There 
was then an increase in the frequency of males in reproductive 
condition. The females first appeared in reproductive condition 
tli'O months after the males. Subadults appeared on the grid 
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during Periods not preceded by females in reproductive condition. 
This 1ould indicate that either some females in reproductive 
condition ·rere oresent but not trapped, or that the subadults moved 
in from off the grid. Wolfe and Linzey (1977) stated that Peromvscus 
p,ossvuint s breed year round in Florida although reproductive 
actt .: ~ . decreases in the sucrmer months. Bigler and Jenkins (1975) 
foun eat~ breeding activity to be bet't-reen September and January. 
Althou _ s~ole sizes were small on the Dune Scrub, the period of 
hi h activity approximated that suggested by Bigler and Jenkins 
(19 -5 ,. , t the low period came earlier than indicated by Wolfe 
and L"nzey 1977). 
Trends in reproductive condition for Sigmodon hispidus at the 
Cana er 1 s ; es 1ere somewhat similar (Figs . 38 and 39). In the 
summer of ~976 a higher percentage of males than females were in 
reproduct i ve condition, whereas the females reached their peak in 
the fall. Reproductive activity of both sexes declined and reached 
low levels in late 1976, and remained low until March or April , 
1977. The age structure data· (Tables 14 and 15) indicated that fall 
and earlv summer litters appeared on the Coastal Strand , while fall 
and earlv spring litters appeared on the Dune Scrub . The data for 
females close y resembled the trend for breeding activity presented 
bv Lavne (1974) in which activity was measured as per cent with 
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perforate vulvas. Thus there t.vas basically a late summer to fall 
breeding season ,.,ith cessation of breeding in the winter. Layne 
(197') has suggested that differences in timing of Peromyscus and 
Sigmodon reproductive cycles reflect differences in the periods of 
abundance in their respective primary foods (seeds for Peromyscus, 
vegetative plant parts for Sigmodon), rather than reflecting 
direct effects of cl~ate on reproduction. 
Further observations regarding the reproductive biology of 
Si n hisnidus .. .,ere made possible when a 148 g (after delivery 
Te~ n t ~emale gave b~rth to a litter in October, 1976 on the 
Coasta..~.. Str n The mean standard measurements for seven new born 
voun \Jere 75 mi!l x 26 mm x 12 rom. The mean tveight 't-Tas 5. 6 g. 
Pre rious uthors : ave listed nean litter size for this species of 
5.5 (Kir atrick, 1965), 3.7 {Pearson, 1954), and 7.6 (Dunaway and 
~'ve, 96.). Svilha (1929) recorded a range of birth weights of 
6.5 a to 8.0 g. 
The ge structure tables for the Peromyscus (Tables 10-13) 
sho'ti generally low numbers of captures of juveniles. Previous 
study has indicated that live-traps were less efficient than 
pitfall traps in capturing juveniles (Boonstra and Krebs, 1978). 
Thus the methods used in·this study may have underestimated the 
number of ·uvenile mice. 
A combination of age structure (Tables 14 and 15) and 
reproductive data (Figs. 38 and 39) provided information on 
Sigmodon hispidus reproductive cycles. The reproductive data for 
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males ' s especial!_,~ clear in demonstrating low reproductive 
activitv during ~Y.inter 1977, with juveniles dropping out soon after 
this low began. This neriod coincides with the low temperature 
per ad sho"t-m in Figs. 3 and 5. This pattern supports the 
suggestion t!lade by Odum (1955) that ~· hispidus reproduction ~vas 
1 nhib ~ ted bv low winter temperature. Although the data were more 
l "mited for P gossvpinus (Fig. 37), their reproductive cycles 
anpea_ed to be similarly inhibited by low temperature. P. 
n s reproduction appeared to be less directly tied to the ------
ea her. 
, e mont . sex ratios for P. polionotus, P. gossypinus, and 
S hisnidus Here quite variable (Figs. 32-34), but, as sho'tvn in 
Tabl 16, s i gnificant differences in the per cent of males and 
females . r ~ found onlv for ~· hispidus on the Dune Scrub. 
Althou, the pattern was not always consistent, there was a slight 
t nc · the Dune Scrub populations tov1ard lov1er percentages of 
male caotures during periods of low reproductive activity. Perhaps 
the atrophy of reproductive organs which occurs in winter months 
(Haines, 1961) effected increased trap avoidance in males. 
Movements 
Minimum distances between successive recaptures for small 
mammals caotured four or more times are summarized in Table 17. 
Student's t-tests 'tJere calculated for minimum distances betw·een 
soecies, between sites within species, and between sexes within 
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Table 17. 1~ean ~lnlMuc distances between recaptures for_ small maw~als 













P. oolior.:lt't!S Female 
Combined 
Male 
P. go s s ... -pint! s Female 
Combined 
"Hale 
s. his nidus Female 
Conbined 
Male 
P. poliJn0tus Fe~ale 
Corebined 
Uale 
P. gossvn_: nus_ Female 
Co!!lbined 
M,:1le 
s. :,is!lidus Few.ale 
Cor.1bined 
21ale 
P. Rossvoinus Fe1aale 
Combined 
rtale 
P. 1.1olionotus Female 
Combined 
Male 
Po ~ossvni.nus Fellk.'lle 
Col!lbined 
Male 


























15.3 > :, 
27.4 
21.8 
astudent 1 s t-test p < . 01, bp < .05, Cp ~ .001, 
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soec i es. Tests vielding significant differences were as follows: 
between male and femaleS. hispidus on the Dune Scrub (p ' 0.01); 
between male and female S. hispidus on the two Canaveral sites 
coi!lbined (p c::. 0. 05) ; bet"<oTeen all P. polionotus and all ~· hispidus 
(p < 0. 0"") • and bet~-1een all P. gossypinus and all S. his-oidus 
(p < 0 .. 01) 
No information was found in the literature for P. oolionotus - ..:. .. ____ _ 
d ' stance bet een recaptures as done in this study. Davenport (1964), 
h ~e ·er, usin a d "fferent method gave a probability of 80% that 
cantu-re -rou e tithin 24 m of the trapping center for Peromyscus 
nolionot s in outh Carolina. 
Recen~lv several authors have analyzed movements in terms of 
d~sta ce · e · · een captures. For P. gossypinus Layne (1974) reported 
avera e : istances bet..;-Teen trapping periods of 23 m for males and 
35 rn ... females His 4.5 ha grid had 15m or 30 m.spacing. On 
two . · ~ate 0 3 ha grids, Bigler and Jenkins (1975) calculated 
aver e istances bet~o~een successive recaptures (ADBC) for males 
of 23 m and 35 m9 while the ADBC values for females were much 
shorter 'a ut 19m on both grids). Thus the results in Table 17 
fall · in the reported range for !· gossypinus. 
On1 one Ochrotomvs nuttalli qualified for inclusion in the 
movement analvsis. It was a male with an ADBC of 23 m. Linzey 
and Packard (1977) have gathered figures for 0 . nuttalli ADBC 
ranging from 27 m to 73 m, all higher than for the one individual 
examined in the present study. 
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Bi~ler et al. (1977) found the lillBC for S. hispidus to increase 
from 17 ~ to 27 n for ~ales, and decrease from about 21 m to 16 m 
for f~~ales following an experimental manipul2tion of population 
de~~itv. Layne (1974) reported the ADBC adult ~· hispidus as 50 m 
for n~les and ~4 m for females. Bigler and Jenkins (1975) found the 
A.D3C oE S. ~isnidus in their t'~'.-10 haY-lmock studies to be 17 m and 19 m 
f.)r. :talc:s, ::tnd 20 -:-1 and '27 m for fef!1ales. The results for Sigmodon 
hi.sniti·:s in 'Tahle 17 su.::;gest 3re.:1ter differences bet\-leen ADBC for 
!11;1 l.~S -..nd re~.\.:.~.5 L:ha:-: seen ~-n Lavne t s Hork. The distances ·Here 
lo~·:'eY" th.:.:.n !:hose ;i'Je.n ~y Layne (1974), hut higher than those from 
~ost of the other sources. 
'fc::-,.h ( 1963) exT1lilined that food habits influence home range 
si32. Accordin~ ~o his eauations the home range size of hunters 
(such .l.s Pl~rc!"l"S~ :JS sn!?.) is about four times that of croppers 
(suci-1 .-:ts c;;_.~.,.,..,.odnn sn!1·) \·lith eou3l bodv Heights. Because of the 
five to t~i~~:1r fold differences in body Height, ho~·Tever, :1cNab' s 
oredicti.JT1 F0~1ld ~i~ree \.Jith the present study's findings of 
~re~ter movements for S. hisnidus than for either P. polionotus 
or :. gossvpinus. 
To sufllmari3e, the mean values for the ADBC of small mammals 
indicated that the difference bet~een the two Peromyscus species 
was not si~nificant, hut Sigmodon hisoidus movements were 
si~nificantly hi~her than the Peromyscus movements. In addition, 
the A.DBC of nale S. hispidus \..ras greater than that for females 
on the two Canaveral sites combined. No significant differences 
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in .:\D?,C for. a g~_ven soecies ~.,rere found betHeen the three study 
sites of this sand pine scrub sere. Perhans if more species had 
been cantured nn ail three ~rids intersite differences may have 
anne~red in that ~aximuM ~ovements (possible while remaining on 
t ~ f2 5 t ud \7 ·,~rid_=;; ) \\re r e a fun C t ion Q f grid SiZe a In this study 
thes~ ~axi~urn distances were 148 m on each of the two Canaveral 
sites, :~.nd 81 ""'1 on tne Sand Pine Scrub grid. 
r:") t J :his noint connetition oet\·7een snecies I1as been 
discuss~d onlv -r:er,~ orieflv, bur. it should be keot in m.ind that 
conDecitive int2~f8rence can lead to negative correlation bet0een 
sneci2s' de::1n~r-;phic parameters (Gaines et al., 1977). The primary 
e"!nh;1.si_~ of t~ts section~ ho\·.:ever, \·!ill be from a spatial 
!1ersnect.i.ve of ha~itat utilization, rather than the temporal 
oersnec::ive t1.ken thrcughout nost of the Population Dvnamics 
section .. 
Snatial Overlan and Bodv Size Ratios 
Snatial overlap between species was calculated as described 
bv J~rn (1966) such that overlap values range from zero to one. 
'The former value implies no resource sharing, 'Hhile the latter 
imnl ies nearl_v coMplete resource sharing. Table 18 sho\·7s the 
calculated snatial overlaps for small ma~mal soecies captured 
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Tab L~ 13. Sp:1ti3.l overlJp (C~) bet·Heen s~all manun.al species for 
t~e ~o1stal Str.:1:1d (July, 1976 through September, 1977), Dune 
Sc-r:-uh (Jul~.", 197 6 through September, 1977), and Sand Pine Scrub 
(Octob~r, 1976 chrough D~cernher, 1977). 
Coastal Strand 
Peromvs2us Peronvscus Rattus Sigmodon 
polionot:us oossvoinus 
Q < • 
rattus hispidus 
n ~oli)nOt.:US 1. 0 . 
p . ;; o s s ..... D in u s 0.42 1.0 
R.. rattus 0.~2 0.24 1.0 
s. ~1~311-i_Ju . .:; o.js 1.0 0.53 1.0 
Dune Scrub 
Perar1vscus Peron,.rscus Signodon 
nolionotus gossy!Jinus hispidus 
P. Dolivnotus 1.0 
P. ~os.s"'·ninus 0.63 1.0 
s. hisnidus 0.65 0.82 1.0 
Sand Pine Scrub 
Peromyscus Peromyscus OchrotoMys 
gossvoinus floridanus nuttalli 
P. gossvninus 1. 0 
P. floridanus 0.29 1.0 
0. nuttalli 0.41 0.36 1.0 
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on the three trapping grids. On the Coastal Strand the highest 
overlan ~ ~as betl.:'feen P. gossypinus and ~· hispidus. The Dune Scrub 
overlary values were all relatively high, but again the pair of 
species ~v.ith highest overlap was P . gossypinus and ~· hispidus. 
Sand 0 ine Scrub spatial overlaps 'Here relatively minor , possibly 
because of the lo~~ numbers of P. floridanus and 0 . nuttalli 
oresent. 
Thus the spatial overlap data suggested the greatest overlap, 
or noss ·_ 1 " a neaative interaction bett·reen P. gossypinus and E_. 
hi . nidus. _he low overlap values, such as those on the Sand Pine 
Scrub, ind "cated a separation of those species along the space 
utilization dimension. 
·1' Closke -- ( 97 6) constructed a spatial overlap matrix for six 
rodent soec · es froM southern California coastal sage scrub. He 
nointed out that indices of spatial overlap are maximum estimates 
in as much as thev are derived from data summed over many months 
and therefore disregard temporal changes. This point may apply to 
the f· gossypinus-i- hispidus overlap in that their abundances , a s 
indicated bv minimum numbers, 'tvere often inversely related. 
rf'Closkev (1976) examined overlap with respect to body size . Some 
of his ar e-small pairs of species had high spatial overlap (as 
in this studv with S. hispidus and P. gossypinus), while other 
pairs had low spatial overlaps (as with P. gossvpinus and R. rattus). 
In the present studv small-small species pairs exhibited a wide 
range of spatial overlap values , fro~ 0.29 (P. gossypinus-P. 
flor ~ danus on the Sand Pine Scrub) to 0.63 (P. polionotus-P. 
gossvpinus on the Dune Scrub). 
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Horn (1966) has suggested calculating overlap values to get 
at nossible competitive interactions, however others have employed 
mornholog ·ca data as a tool for understanding niche width. 
Hes enheide (1973), for example, dealt with the relationship of 
pre". size to predator size. Hutchinson (1959) compared sizes of 
s n e~ies at the same level of the food web to get an indication of 
the a os n size needed to allow t·Ho species in different niches 
to ~o-oc~ r ~ Hutchinson calculated ratios of 1.1 to 1.4 between 
l inear · imens ons foften some trophic structure) of co-occurring 
soecies The mean ratio ~vas about 1.3. Tables 19 and 20 show 
rae ~ s f or ~he co-occurring species trapped in this study. Because 
iut~h1 son's figure of 1.3 was based on linear measurements, the 
~vei ht · t . able 19) were transformed to cube roots. Between 
P~rom _necies, and between Peromvscus species and Ochrotomys 
nutta 1 ratios ;ere relatively low for foot length (1.15 to 1.43) 
and for bo _ ..... eight (1.10 to 1. 30), while the ratios between 
Peromvscus and Sigmodon hisnidus were higher than the 1.3 level 
(1. 1~ 2-1.65 for foot length, 1.66-2.00 for body 'tveight). 
Schoener 1974) explained that larger species must have wider 
separation of ni~hes to reduce competition because of increased 
variance in their food size. He also pointed out that similarity 
of snecies along one niche dimension may imply dissimilarity along 
another dimension in communities where more than one dimension is 
Table: 19. Ret~·reen species ratios of body ~..rei~ht (transforrued to 
cuhc~ roots) for snall ~ammals in thre~ East Central Florida study 
sit~~s. 
Coastal Strand 
Pero-uvscus Peronvsc.us Rattus Signodon 
polionotus gossypinus rattus hispidus 
P. ryoli:Jr!,~tus 1.0 
0 ~os~~,pninus 1.16 1.0 
R. r.._l::t·":...; 1.82 1.56 1.0 
s. ~1 i . .; ..... -:_ C.u :-; 1.93 1.66 1.06 1.0 
Dune Scrub 
PercDYs~us Peromyscus Sigmodon 
, . 
'00J...l0:10l:US Jl.OSSypinus hisnidus 
P. T)() 1 ~C:!ntu.r:; 1.0 
p. g n ;~ s \# 1 > i n "--1 s 1.15 1. 0 
s. hi s~ri.dus 2.00 1.74 1.0 
Sand Pine Scrub 
Ochrotomvs Peror.1vscus Peromvscus 
nuttalli gos sy~) in us floridanus 
0. nuttalli 1.0 
P. ROssvninus 1.10 1.0 
P. floridanus 1.30 1.17 1.0 
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Table 20. Between species foot length ratios for small mammals in 
three ~ast Central Florida study sites. 
Coastal Strand 
Peromvscus Peromyscus Sigma don Rattus 
polionotus gossypinus hispidus rattus 
P. oolionotus 1.0 
P. goss. in us 1.15 1.0 
s. his nidus 1.63 1.42 1.0 
R. 1.83 1.59 1.12 1.0 
Dune Scrub 
Peromvscus Peromvscus Sigmodon 
polionotus gossyPinus hispidus 
P. o~ionotus 1.0 
P. nus 1.16 1.0 
s. 1.65 1.43 1.0 
Sand Pine Scrub 
Ochrotomvs Peromyscus Peromyscus 
nuttalli gossyPinus floridanus 
o. 1.0 
P. gossvoinus 1.20 1.0 
P. floridanus 1.43 1.19 1.0 
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important in resource partitioning. Among the complementary pairs 
were food tvne and habitat, food type and time, horizontal and 
vertical habitat, as well as food size and food taxon. 
In the ~resent study body size (which is often correlated with 
food size) was compared to spatial overlap. The correlation 
coefficients between spatial overlap and foot length ratios (r = 
0.0~, : . 2) and between spatial overlap and body weight ratios 
(r = ' . 4 , n = 12) were not significant. Thus the data do not 
·ndic te ~ . se factors to be complementary. Other niche dimensions, 
such s t :.ose _ ted b Schoener (1974), may also come into play 
in tae ~es vurce .artitioning of these rodent communities. 
The only trend in interspecific size ratios recognized along 
the a . ne scru sere ~as a decrease in the mean ratio. This 
trend ~an e exnlained, however, as being primarily due to the 
dis ~ance of the two rat species. First Rattus rattus 
d"s . pp ~ a ed, followed by~- hispidus, leaving only the mice (with 
relat~ eL ~ _ow inters~ecific size ratios) in the most mature 
communit · , the Sand Pine Scrub. 
Vegetation Densitv and Small Mammals 
The density board technique (described in the Methods) was used 
to auantify vegetation density features which can sometimes play an 
important role in small mammal species diversity and mammal 
snatial distribution. Density was calculated as described by 
~acArthur and rfacArthur (1961), that is, ln 2/distance. Because 
the maximum distance measured in this study was· 50 meters, the 
minimum possible density was 0.014 m2 leaf silhouette/m3. Thus 
a slight error was introduced at several Zone 1 trap sites at 
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the Coastal Strand (trap lines 1- 3) at the 1 m to 2 m stratum. 
Had a maximum distance not been set, the density at some of these 
sites 1-tould have approached zero. 
A comparison was first made betw·een the study areas (treating 
the three Coasta 1 Strand zones separately). Fig. 40 shows this 
coi"l arisen us i.ng t he data taken from t'tvo height strata. The 
.oastal t~and Zone 1 was the least dense site, while the Dune 
Scrub .. ean ensit Mas the highest. It should also be noted that 
the on! ~ area having any significant amount of vegetation above the 
t-;.To eter ar ·,. ias the Sand Pine Scrub, which was the most mature 
communit of the three examined. Thus there was a trend in the sere 
fro onenness at the ground level to considerable vegetation density 
nd he ac ~ to a more ooen structure with the addition of an 
unner tree laver At the 1 m to 2 m stratum there was a convergence 
of densitv among the study areas. 
The next step taken 'tt~as to relate these vegetation densities 
to small mammal snecies diversity (Fig. 41). The correlation 
bet~veen these t1:.o10 variables -.;.-1as highly significant (p < 0 . 01). 
Terman (1974) explained that dense cover as a form of habitat 
complexity might enable two rodent species to occupy the same area 
bv providing refuges for the less aggressive of the two. 
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































according to vegetation density. The distributions shown 
represent data pooled from all three study sites for Peromyscus 
ROssvn : nus, and from the two Canaveral sites for P. polionotus and 
S. hisnidus. The samnle sizes indicate the number of trap sites 
(out - the 72 sampled for P. gossypinus or out of the 48 sampled 
for P. oolionotus and ~· hispidus) which fell into the various 
dens~ ~· intervals. A comparison of the patterns for the three main 
small snecies reveals several trends. P. polionotus 
caotures neaked a the 0.11-0.15 m2 leaf silhouette/m3 density 
re io but this peak represented only two trap sites. No P. 
----------- were found at the nine trap sites falling into the lowest 
vegetat : n densitv interval. Preferred trap sites for this species 
anne red in the middle and high density intervals. S. hisnidus 
pre ~e -red trap s · tes were in the higher density classes, and also 
to a less ·~ extent the lowest density interval, the latter 
corres ondin to rassy Zone 1. 
, ummary, :he successional stages of the sand pine scrub 
sere examined in this study showed increasing vegetation density 
in the sere (Fig. 40). The exception to this trend was the Sand 
Pine ~cr· b, because, in this more mature community, much of the 
vegetation was located above the strata sampled. 
Small mammal species diversity was found to be highly 
correlated with vegetation density (Fig. 41). The spatial 
distribut ~ n of small mammals was examined with respect to 
veP,etation density at the trap sites (Fig . 42) . Peak numbers of 
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cantur es for P. ~olionotus occurred at sites with lower densities 
than for P. gossvoinus or S. hisoidus. 
. - --~-----
Distribution of Caotures and the Edge Effect 
The aistribution of small mammal captures on the Coastal 
Strand is sho'vn in Fig. 43 along the east to west ecotone starting 
from near the hightide mark. Zones 1, 2, and 3 (defined according 
to eP-etat ·on characteristics in the Description of Study Sites 
pleared to influence the pattern of small mammal captures. 
S his _, s ~·as found primarily in Zones 1 (grassy and herbaceous 
ground ~- erJ and 3 (dense shrubs). P. gossvpinus and R. rattus 
· ere - most exclusively in Zone 3. P. polionotus was found 
n - · nes, hut the trap line with the highest frequency of 
can u es i S in Zone 2 (patches of Serenoa repens and open sand). 
I "nteresting that the distribution of captures for P. 
ooli onot s and S hispidus observed in this study were contrary to 
much of what has been recorded in the literature. Various subspecies 
of coast ~ P. polionotus have been reported to be exclusively 
beach dwellers, not found in dense vegetation behind the dunes 
(Shermant 936; Pournelle and Barrington, 1953; Schwartz, 1954). 
Ivev (1949) added that Bang's opinion was that P. E· niveiventris 
was deoendent on Uniola Paniculata (sea qats) for food. In the 
current studv this species was found in all three zones of the 
Coastal Strand (not just on Zone 1 with sea oats), as well as on 
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Fig. 43. Distribution of small mammal captures on the Coastal 
Strand grid along the ecotone starting from the easternnost 
line of traps near the high tide mark (July, 1976 through 
September, 1977). Each bar represents the results from the 
eight traps in the trap line. That is, the first bar is for 
trap line 1, the second is trap line 1.5, and so on. 
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Canaveral Peninsula transition from beach to scrub-type vegetation 
is unusuall . gradual compared to other coastal situations in 
Florida~ thus allowing a broader range of habitat use by P. ~· 
niveiventris. 
As -as mentioned previously, ~· hispidus is reputed to be 
primarilv a grass and herb eater (Fleharty and Olson, 1969; Baker, 
1971). The Canavera grids have little grassy or herbaceous growth, 
Lth the exce~tion of Zone 1 of the Coastal Strand which supports 
sever - _ass soec:es. The highest number of ~- hispidus, however, 
were , red on . ne 3 of the Coastal Strand and on the Dune 
Scru . These areas provide dense overhead cover, but virtually no 
~round cover Tables 1 and 2). 
Bo -_n 19 ' 8 remarked that Sigmodon hisnidus inhabited marshy 
a es a shorelines, and thus did not compete with the Gulf 
Coast mice Although it is possible that marshy areas may 
also oe a referred habitat of S. hispidus on the Canaveral 
Peninsula, t 1 ev were by no means restricted from drier areas such 
as the t rapping grids. Therefore, the two species were potential 
competitors in these areas. 
Although the Dune Scrub and Sand Pine Scrub grids were located 
in more homogeneous habitats than the Coastal Strand, they also 
revealed ~n eresting patterns of distributions of small mammal 
cantures 'Table 21' Captures of S. hispidus on the Dune Scrub 
were significantly higher (p < 0.001) on the outer band of traps 
than on the inner bands. Tanaka (1972,1974) explained that edge 
TJbl~ 21. S~ntirtl distribution of small ~ammals on the Dune 
Scrub (Julv, 1976 through Septe~ber, 1977) and Sand Pine Scrub 
(Oc co h~r, 197 6 throu~h DeceMber, 1977) e:q_Jressed as the number 
of :::.:1IJturr2s ~t?. r tra? .;;ite in "edge" traps (band 1) and interior 
trans (b~nis 2, 3, and b). Sample sizes are in parencheses. 
Dune Scrub 
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Ed;_~e Trans (28) Interior Traps (36) 
D no .. -;. 1n~o r n . .:; 1. 71 2.03 . 
P. l:('s..:;··:~-:..~us 0.93 0.67 
s. ~ i.. s n i d '..! s ;: 3.93 1.23 
Sand Pin2 Scrub 
Ed ,...., (~_ ?) ~e 1rans _ I . IT' (\~0) nter1.or 1raps .: 
p . 20 s s '\"T"J i_ n t ~ s 1:~'r. 1.05 2.03 
P. f }_or :_ r I Tn us 0.46 0.33 
0. nut~:1lli 0.18 0.23 
*Stud~nt's t-test p < 0.001, **p 4 0.10 
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ef[c.c::s cou:!..J b2 :.nduLed b~r a linited-sized sanpling quadrat 
covering onl'' ~ portion of the area occupied by the population being 
san~l~J. ~he dis~ri~ucion of captures on the Sand Pine Scrub 
shot·ea the invQrsc of the ed.?;e effect described above. That is, 
ther2 rrere r:1ore .::aptures, especially of P. gossypinus, on the 
i~te::.or ~~nds of trans. This result could have been due to 
di~~~r~nces tn ve~etation densi~ies between the two regions of the 
~r .;_j. \n .J.n~l"-·sis of t:1e vegetation density data from 10 edge traps 
(!e,1rl ·icr:3i t·: = 0. ::.15) and 14 interio~ traps (nean density == 0.147) 
nor~i01 of ~he Sand Pine Scrub grid. 
The dis~ribution of s~all mammal captures on the Coastal Strand 
3nd s~~d ?ine Sc~ub appeared to reflecc habitat selection based, at 
least in ~3rt, an vegetation structure An edge effect complicated 
t:tc p1.t~et:'ns on the Dune Scrub \·Jhich probably had the most 
-,,ren~tation structure of the t:hree conu"Uunities samnled • . } ... 
SUMMARY 
Small mal!ll!\al trapping grids were established in three 
comMunities, viz., Coastal Strand, Dune Scrub, and Sand Pine Scrub, 
which renresent distinct stages of a sand pine scrub sere. This 
s ud was initiated so as to document small mammal population 
char c er st ~cs and relate these to a successional sequence of 
o ant col . n · ies. 
A total f 817 captures, distributed among six small mammal 
spec · es .as obtained in 3852 trap-nights on three live- trapping 
ids The suecies captured with greatest frequency were Peromyscus 
~-------u_s_ 3~o captures), Sigmodon hispidus (242 captures), and 
PeromYs captures). Peak seasonal densities for 
these sne ~es were 19 'ha for~- polionotus during fall of 1976 on 
the J stal Strand, 12, ha for S. hispidus during fall of 1976 on 
the Dune Scrub, and 18/ha for P. gossypinus during winter of 1977 
on the Sand ~ine Scrub. 
!he three most abundant species on each study grid shifted 
alonR the sand pine scrub sere from P. polionotus, ~· hispidus, 
and P. gossvpinus (listed in order of decreasing abundance) on 
the Coastal Strand, to ~· hispidus, P. polionotus, and P. 
gossvpinus on the Dune Scrub, to P. gossypinus, P. floridanus, 
and Ochrotomvs nuttalli on the Sand Pine Scrub. 
Residency of the small mammals was analyzed by plotting new 
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captures and recaptures for each sample date as well as by plotting 
cumulative tagged individuals. The latter procedure aided in 
detecting waves of recruitment. Survival rates were calculated 
for the three main species. Possible causes of mortality were 
discussed, but the only two factors which were observed to be in 
effect during the studv were extreme temperatures and predation. 
These bot a~ eared to be, to some degree, artifacts of the trapping 
pro~r~m. ~ximum trap-revealed longevities of the small mammals 
were mo _ths for P polionotus, 9 months for P. gossypinus, and 
10 t . s for S hisnidus 
Biomass crends in the sand pine scrub sere were basically the 
same as seen for population numbers. That is, there was a general 
deere se ~ n P . oolionot· s biomass, an increase in P. gossypinus 
s, and a high in ~- hispidus biomass at the intermediate 
site the ne Scrub. 
ean body eights and mean hind foot lengths were calculated 
for tne following species: P. polionotus (15 g, 17 mm); P. 
gossvninus '22 g, 20 mm); P. floridanus (35 g, 24 mm); Q· nuttalli 
(16 g, 17 mm ; S. hispidus (112 g, 29 mm); and R. rattus (91 g, 
32 mm No significant intersite differences existed for a given 
spec~es caught in two or three of the communities sampled. 
Variable counts of hind foot pads were obtained from P. 
polionotus, and P. floridanus. 
Peromvscus species were classified as juvenile, subadult, or 
adult based on pelage characteristics. Few juveniles \lere seen. 
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Sub~1dul ts ,)£ P. polionotus appeared on r.1ost sampling dates. 
However, it no~ aopears that, in some cases early in the studv . ~ , 
soMe ~oltin~ adults -;1ere misclassified as subadults. Sigmodon 
hisni~t!3 aRe categories were based on body weight. The age 
structur~ ciata c.oLJ.oiued. -;;.rith the reproductive condition data 
~rovided infor3ation on the timing of ~· hispidus reproductive 
cvcles. The period of low reproductive activicy coincided with 
lot.; ~"·Tinter te:nnera tures. 
~{onthlv sex ratios were calculated as the per cent of males 
i~ :~e coc~l ~aryt~re. The only overall male:female ratio found 
to si~~i~~cantly differ fron the expected 1:1 was for S. hispidus 
on the lJuu.e Scrub ~.;here 62. 5~~ of the 64 individuals captured uere 
r.tale. 
Aver.:1ge distance bet,.;een successive recaptures (ADBC) values 
uere c~lculated for each sMall mammal species by site and by sex. 
S. hisni_rius ADRC \"as significantly higher than either P. polionotus 
or P. gossvninus. In addition, the ADBC for male S. hispidus \vas 
greater than that for fe~ales. 
Spatial overlaps between species were calculated for each of 
the thre~ studv sites as a nossible index of competitive 
interaction. This index was highest between P. gossypinus and S. 
hisoidus on both of the Canaveral sites. The low overlap values 
seen on the Sand Pine Scrub, for example, indicate a comparatively 
high probability of ~egative interspecific interaction. 
The interspecific ratios for small mammal morphoi!letrics gave 
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an ~dditional ~erspective to the question of competition in that 
bodv size is often related to food size. The ratios obtained for 
the rodent cor:utunities of these three seral stages of the sand pine 
scrub were co~oared with the orooosed 1.3 value necessarv to allow . ~ - - -
t1:-o sT')eci2s, at c~e sane level of the food Heb, to co-occur. There 
was a trend along the sere toward a decrease in the mean 
inters~ecif!c size ratios (for both hind foot length and the cube 
root of bodv ~eight) which apparently resulted from the disappearance 
of th2 lar~~~r species, R. ractus and~- hisryidus, with the 
nroc:r~:ssicn to~·Tard the mosc mat~re coi!lillunity in the study. 
Ve~ecation densi~v increased along the sand pine scrub sere 
(excent in the case of the Sand Pine Scrub where much of the 
veget~tion ~~as locateci above the strata sampled). Small mamflal 
snecies d'i.versitv Has highly correlated Hith r.1ean vegetation 
densitv. The spnt:ial distribution of small mammals Hithin the 
tranping grids was found to be related to vegetation density at the 
trap sites. However, ed8e effect sometimes complicated the patterns. 
The Coastal Strand grid was operationally divided into three 
zones defined according to vegetation characteristics resulting 
from increased elevation and increased distance from high tide 
near the eastern boundary of the grid. Fifteen consecutive months 
of live-tranning showed variation in small mammal captures along 
the ecotone that corresponded with the three vegetation zones. 
The edPe effect aopeared to influence S. hispidus captures on 
0 • . -
the Dune Scruh. That is, a significantly higher rate of capture 
130 
was reported for the outer band of traps, presumably because the 
samplin~ quadrat covered only a portion of the area occupied by the 
nopulation being sampled. 
P. polionotus and §_. hispidus tvere both found in habitats which, 
according to the literature, were atypical. First the beach-dwelling 
oopulations of P. polionotus have been previously reported as 
restricted to dunes with open vegetation. In this study, however, 
P. n. niveiventris was commonly found not only on Coastal Strand 
Zone be'1 · nd the dunes), but also on the farther interior and 
dense vegetated Dune Scrub. Hence, on the Canaveral Peninsula 
this subspecies appears to be functioning more like an oldfield 
mouse subspecies than do the other "beach mice." More work needs 
to be done to clarify this apparent anomaly. Up to this point no 
differences between the P. polionotus on the two Canaveral sites 
have been apparent. That is, foot lengths (Table 9) and body 
weig ts Taole 8J are indistinguishable, and no clear cut pelage 
differences have been observed. 
~- hispidus is described in the literature as a grass or herb-
eater, but was found on both of the Canaveral sites where little 
such growth ~-Tas present (except on Coastal Strand Zone 1) • Judging 
from the olant species lists for these two grids, ~· hispidus must 
be versatile enough to utilize some of the shrub species, such as 
Serenoa reoens, Quercus spp., or Lyonia ferruginea, which 
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